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Ed.D,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Robert

This dissertation aims to foster a discussion

J.

among

Miltz

adult education practitioners

on the connections between transformative learning theory and ethnoculture-based

community

service learning.

described by Jack

occurs

Mezirow

in a ethnoculturally

Based on the concept of perspective transformation
(1991), the study explores

how

perspective transformation

based community service-learning course whose focus

is

on

helping students to understand themselves within the context of their ethnic and cultural

identity.

As

a practitioner of adult education

teaching, and practice are connected.

particular

The

I

am looking for ways that my

dissertation

employed

research,

qualitative research, in

drawing on ten in-depth interviews, and participant observation, and

reflection papers to

examine a variety of perspectives

in

order to analyze the

implications of transformative learning theory for practitioners working with refugee

and immigrant students.

v

My research data consistently speaks of a heightened
and personal development, a greater mastery of leadership
esteem, and

more complex

skills,

an enhanced

self-

patterns of thought in the form of critical reflection.

the immigrants and refugee students expressed that
diverse immigrants and refugee

identity

sense of cultural identity

community had

development process. In summary,

my

CIRCLE

significant

Most of

expose to a large and

and positive

effects

on

study suggests that the ethnoculturally-

based community service can and often does have a transformational impact on
participants.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
When I came to

the University of Massachusetts in 1996 as a graduate student

the Center for International Education,

I

was assigned

at

a project assistantship position

with the Center for Immigrant and Refugee Community Leadership and Empowerment
l

(CIRCLE). While working on the

community

project,

I

came

to

know

service learning for immigrant students enrolled at the university from Sally

Habana-Hafner and Janna Shadduck. One day, Janna and
this

course as a guest speaker to talk about

and cross-cultural training
experience

about a course on

I

Nepal.

in

I

Sally asked

me to come to

my experiences in community

was very

development

The

excited to be a part of it.

had with the students there was an eye opening experience to

several reasons. First, the class

courses because

I

different

from other

traditional university

observed a wonderful team of progressive teachers

pedagogy extensively

in the classroom.

be directly involved with
responsibility for

was very

it

this

I

decided that

I

me for

would

like

utilizing critical

my

assistantship to

undergraduate course and began to take primary

during the course’s third semester. Second,

involve immigrant and refugee students in

teamwork

to prepare

it

had been designed to

them

for

community

service learning activities with refugee and immigrant groups living in Western

Massachusetts. The course

“The Amherst Center

ethnocultural perspective of community

was based on an

for Immigrant and

Refugee Leadership Empowerment

(CIRCLE) is uniquely positioned to coordinate research on Massachusetts newcomer
communities. Part of a statewide partnership between newcomer communities, the
University of Massachusetts system, and the Massachusetts Office of Immigrants,

Amherst

CIRCLE has

assisted

newcomer

grassroots collective leadership efforts since

1993.” (Project Document, 1995,)
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service learning that encouraged

their

own ethnic

social

newcomers and minority

identities, cultural values,

and

college students to explore

beliefs within the context

groups and community. These learning experiences, based

realities,

would

lead

them to transform

their identities

of self, family,

in their sociocultural

and help them to become active

organizers within their respective communities. With help from Janna and Sally, the
original course instructors,

I built

on and strengthened the curriculum to include such

pedagogical developments as the active learning approach to adult education, which

makes people
critical

think

more coherently about

the world and enables

them to become more

and reflective about their experiences.
Policy makers, educators, and legislators have allocated millions of dollars in

support of community service programs

at

both the high school and university

levels.

According to Bringle and Duffy (1994), the revival of service learning over the

last ten

years has been stimulated by campuses across the country. Compact, for example,

is

organization formed by college and university presidents to foster citizenship

and

skills

an

values in students through active involvement in collegiate-based public and community

service.

Over 500

institutions, including

our own, belong to the

Campus Compact.

Several researchers have found that community service learning helps students develop

skills in critical thinking,

problem solving, and community-building. The curriculum

combines

with action, a goal that Westheimr and Kahne (1996) noted

critical inquiry

was important

in

knowledge and

The

order to transform students’ understanding of both disciplinary

particular social issues with

writers noted that

one or the

it is

which they are engaged (1996,

p.

595).

the combination of service and critical analysis, rather than

other, that led to the greatest insights into social issues.

2

As an

educator,

I

seek out opportunities to better understand

community

service learning projects.

I

how transformative

education occurs in

thus follow Mezirow’s definition of

transformative learning:

Transformation Theory

is

a description of a learning process by

moves from an unexamined way of thinking
reflective

way and hence

the educator

is

on

to a

more examined and

which a subject

critically

more dependable way of interpreting meaning. The focus of

a

facilitating a

continuing process of critical inquiry wherever

it

leads

to the learner (1999, p. 3).

am

I

interested in educational approaches that can lead to these kinds of

changes, which can help

study,

I

all

of us to work towards designing a better future. In

this

propose to explore an educational project, ethnoculturally based community

service-learning, the goal

and philosophy of which advocates an approach designed to

new

work towards meaningful

changes,

new ways of defining our

world. In doing so,

i.e.,

levels

I

of consciousness which bring about

seek to gain a better understanding of

what the various ethnoculturally based community service-learning
from the

project.

This

is

important, as

I

believe that

it is

participants

took

the experience, knowledge and

perspectives of those involved in particular educational forms that are the most
valuable, and valid, source of insight and learning into those forms.

Problem Statement
Refugees and immigrants from Southeast Asia are one of the largest refugee

groups to

settle in the

United States. Between 1975 and 1987, over 849,462 Southeast

three
Asian refugees were admitted into the United States, the vast majority from the

3

Southeast Asian countries of Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos
refugees

percent of the

came from Vietnam, 21% percent from Laos, and 13% from Cambodia).

Southeast Asian refugees and immigrants settled
including Massachusetts.

Commonwealth
in the four

note that

(66%

in

almost every state

The growth of the Southeast Asian population

America,
in the

increased significantly in the past twenty years; at least 2,245 are living

towns of Springfield, Amherst, Holyoke and Northampton.

this

in

refugee population

was

It is

important to

disproportionately young, with a high percentage

of infants and K-12 age youth. Vietnamese refugees came primarily from the middle
class

of South Vietnamese society, particularly from the larger towns or

cities,

and were

merchants, skilled workers, and in middle-level professional, government and military
jobs.

Laotian refugees were most similar to the Vietnamese

in

terms of their social and

occupational status in Laos prior to arrival in the United States. Cambodians, on the
other hand, were almost exclusively farmers and laborers from rural communities
(Hafner, Muldoon,

& Brewer,

survivors, a quality that

1988). These refugees and immigrants are voracious

endows many with the

willingness and strength to push forward

despite hardships. Children of refugees and immigrants are growing in numbers and

consciousness, and are

now coming

to universities and colleges. In

all,

these groups

have added richness and diversity to America. But crises of identity are becoming more

pronounced

in these

communities. Across the nation, increasing numbers of refugee

and immigrant students have faced unique challenges regarding
identities,

and many have found that

their bicultural

schools and educational systems do not

adequately serve their needs and struggles (Banks; 1993, Nieto; 1995, Arches;

Dasrlington-Hope; Gerson; Gibon; Habana-Hafner; Kiang; 1997). Children of refugee

4

and immigrant families face unique

difficulties as

they attempt to succeed in the

mainstream educational system. While American culture exerts huge
pressure to
conform, newcomer parents, facing overwhelming personal and cultural
alienation, hold

on to

traditional ways.

Their children, therefore, are expected to be American

and Cambodian or Vietnamese
this situation is severe.

at

in

school

home. For many Cambodian and Vietnamese parents,

Coming from

rural

backgrounds with

these parents often have limited experience with

life in

little

formal education,

an urban, technological

environment. Their children suffer academically because the parents cannot give the

support expected by the schools and that other children have come to expect of their

own

parents.

Students, teachers, and communities alike view this lack of involvement

as apathy (Project

Document, 1996).

Within the newcomer communities there are also cultural and generational gaps
that hinder

community cohesion. These gaps are created when older

preferring to hold

their culture.

on to

their traditional values, stop relating to

generations,

younger people from

A major reason for this is that the youth selectively embrace mainstream

American values
conflict within

in

order to appear culturally assimilated. This divide not only creates

homes and communities but

also in the cultural identity

of newcomer

youths.

It is crucial,

however, that higher education be imparted

in the

proper ways to

help overcome feelings of dis-empowerment and alienation amongst second-generation

refugees and immigrants.

context,

is

that

One of the

reasons for

this,

and which serves as a

which extends beyond the schoolhouse doors

into

vital

newcomers’

communities. The partnership between schools and newcomer communities promote a

5

shared vision and action and society. Without an increased sense
of responsibility,
pride,

and

cultural identity,

within our society. There

empower
of their

is

are often helpless and unable to increase our influence

a lack of undergraduate courses that model or educate to

refugee and immigrant students to

own

community
and

we

communities. But more than

service learning,

their roles in their

newcomer

become more

this,

will

active citizens and builders

through ethnoculturally based

have an opportunity to use their

identities

communities as a foundation to reach out and help others to take

control over critical areas of their lives. In so doing students will be able to motivate

other individuals and groups to reach

new

levels

of understanding.

Purpose of the Study- Values and Beliefs

The purpose of this study
ethnoculturally based

ethnicity

help

is

community

is

to explore

how

service learning.

perspective transformation occurs

The goal of a focus on

in

culture and

to support students in identifying their cultural and ethnic identities and to

them understand themselves within

the context of that identity.

students to see themselves as products of their

to share their opinions

on

culture,

and to

However, the educator must be highly

assist

own

It

also encourages

cultural upbringing, to enable

them

in describing their

sensitive to the students’ culture

them

worldview.

and religion

for

such a dialogue to be effective and beneficial to immigrant and refugee students. As
teachers,

we

need to look

settings to find

at

our learners’ environments and probe these socio-cultural

where they can encounter sources of power.

My purpose in this inquiry is to explore the ways in which an undergraduate
course on community service learning that integrates an ethno-cultural perspective,
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providing

newcomer refugee and immigrant

identities,

can enhance students’ participation

to explore

identity

how their

students’ time and space to reflect

in

community development.

I

on

their

also intend

experience with community service has helped their cultural

and sense of self. In doing

so, I will outline a

agendas from people's experiences, one that builds on

method of creating
their desire to

learning

know, to

understand and to explore other areas of experience, and to bring them to a formal
educational curriculum.
educational program

is

I

believe that the

one

that

An insight from recent

is

most meaningful, relevant and supportive

designed

in collaboration

with the students.

research in the neurosciences has given educators a

understanding of the brain's operation. The conditions for brain functioning are
better

known now than

in the past,

new

much

and implications of this research for educational

practices are emerging. Educators such as Renate and Geoffrey Caine (1991, 1997)

have developed a

set

of principles, broadly known as "brain-based

the primary principles of brain-based learning

conditions of low threat and high challenge.

is

that the

mind

learning."

One of

learns best under

Service learning can

more

readily

meet

these conditions than traditional forms of classroom pedagogy. Students working in
partnership with peers have a stronger base of affective support than do those working

in relative isolations within the classroom.

Connecting students to

local

youth

in

a

relaxed environment supports a positive, emotional atmosphere for learning. Service

learning can also

open up a greater sense of challenge because

community needs. Students
ends, and that as their

in front

skills

realize that their

work does

it

not end

connects education to

when the semester

expand, the horizon of their potential contribution expands

of them.
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Brain research has also highlighted the interconnection of
emotion and
cognition. Thinking and feeling are not separate processes,
as has been traditionally

argued. Research by Demassio has indicated that emotions help
people
daily decisions.

In short,

that students will

we know that

emotions drive attention (Syvester, 1993) and

service learning invites students to

them on an emotional

In

level.

community

their educational lives

when

their

own

work

in settings that

matter to

service courses, students have an

opportunity to spend time reflecting on their

their

effective

pay more attention to circumstances that engage them emotionally.

As suggested above,

reflection.

make

identities.

For many,

it is

the

time

first

in

experience has been seen as valid material for

This reflection creates the meaning and the energy, which they direct toward

work, while the emphasis on personal identity provides

work on community

intrinsic

motivation to

projects.

Research Questions
This section will begin to formulate a set of research questions for

major theme of the study deals with

how perspective transformation

my

study.

A

occurs within an

ethno-cultural context. Theories of transformative learning abound, and the questions

that guide

my

research do not attempt to explore them

all.

Mezirow’s transformation learning theory and community
Specifically, this study will attempt to find

1

.

In fact,

my work

is

limited to

service learning.

answers to the following questions:

How does perspective transformation occur in ethno-culturally based
community

service learning?

8

2

What meaning

.

did students

make of their

participation in the

CIRCLE

Project?

How have students’
cultural identities

experiences with community service helped their

and senses of self?

Definitions

In this section,

I

would

like to introduce

some terms and

help readers to understand this research project.
study,

I will

have

in

mind the

When

I

definitions that will

use the following terms in

my

definitions below:

Community Service Learning
Community

Service Learning always integrates community service with

academic study. According to Waterman,

A fundamental assumption underlying the practice of service-learning is
that students will develop a better understanding

academic materials

ways

that

make

people. (1998,

In

if they

a difference in their
p.

and/or the lives of other

activities

and see the practical benefit of

Service learning projects that link students and community organizations

afford exposure to personal

growth and development, helping them to understand

collective responsibility, develop

all

lives

courses, undergraduate students learn from the local

communities through community outreach

own

own

4)

Community Service Learning

learning.

and appreciation of

are able to put that material into practice in

abilities

new

aspirations,

and gain a greater respect for

their

and the worth of others. In a typical community service learning project,

participants

commit

to

working

in

teams

in

9

community

projects within a particular

community, group or an organization. Each team has to make several
community
visits.

Students keep a journal and

field

field

notes to document their experiences,

observations and learning inside and outside of the classroom. Student teams
reflect

upon

their experiences

through written assignments and a group paper. Further, by

broadening the spectrum of assessed
practical, a

more

diverse

Ethnoculturallv Based

mix of students

Community

Ethnoculturally Based

within the context of minority,

grounded

in

abilities to

will

fit

include areas such as the creative and
the profile for success.

Service

Community

Service Learning

newcomer communities.

is

It is

community

service

undertaken by students

those communities. Ethnoculturally based community service encourages

immigrant and minority college students to explore

their

own

ethnic identity, cultural

values and beliefs within the context of self, family, and social group. Through the

process of this education, grounded in the socio-cultural
participants will be able to transform their identities and

realities

become

of their

own

lives,

active organizers

within their respective communities. Ethno-cultural perspectives help to guard against

the losing of cultural habits, norms and languages from one’s ethnic group of origin and

their replacement with those

service, a

skills

of the dominant group. Ethno-culturally based community

unique service-learning program, emphasizes the development of leadership

among

students of color in their

work with refugee and immigrant communities.

Further details will be included in the selected literature review section.
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Leadership Development

The establishment of leadership

potential

among

minority undergraduates and

youth, via community service projects. Leadership development

democratic and participatory values and to provide tools and

is

designed to impart

skills to facilitate

the

and social process of adaptation amongst refugee and immigrant communities.

cultural

Pedagogical Action

The pedagogical model used

in this research project entails

a

shift

from viewing

the teacher as the locus of control to viewing learning as a shared responsibility

all

participants.

among

In this model, the teacher facilitates the formation of students into

project teams, with each

team responsible

for helping a specific

group of community

youth to develop a project of their choice. The teams are not given predetermined

outcomes or
contribute.

later in

my

roles.

Furthermore, there

Of course,

the process

is

is

no "leader"

— all

students are expected to

not flawless, and that you’ll be explaining

why

dissertation.

Culture
Culture consists of patterns and behaviors acquired and transmitted through

symbols constituting the

distinctive

of culture consists of traditional

achievement of human groups. The essential core

(i.e.,

historically derived

and selected) ideas and

their

attached values; cultural systems may, on the one hand, be considered as products of

action, while

on the other as the conditioning elements of future action (Kroeber and

11

Kluckhohn, 1952,

According to Habana-Hafher (1993) culture

p. 181).

and gives people a sense of who they are and

how they

should behave

is

(p.

a

way of life,

13)

Acculturation and Cross-cultural Adaptation
Acculturation

is

adapting to and learning a second culture. Through the process

of acculturation, refugees and immigrants learn the language,

American culture
immigrants

is

for their survival in America.

The

habits,

and values of

acculturation of refugees and

a long-term process of cross-cultural contact through which they cope,

adapt and adjust to American cultural practices

in

order to accommodate to the

America’s cultural landscape.

Bicultural Identity

Bicultural Identity

is

the process through which refugees and immigrants

synthesize the values, behaviors and attitudes of the both American culture and the
ethnic culture of origin.

Hyphenated- American
Hyphenated- American

refers to an individual

who was bom in the U.

S.

or

immigrated to the U.S., such as Cambodian- American, Vietnamese- American and

etc.

Refugee

Any person who

is

outside his or her country of origin and

is

unable or

unwilling to return to that country because of persecution or a well-founded fear of

12

who

persecution that

may be based on

particular social or political

race, religion, nationality, or

membership

in a

group (adapted from the Refugee Act of 1980).

Second Generation
Second generation
United States,

refers to the children

who have been

of immigrants and refugees,

educated and socialized

in

bom

in the

U.S. institutions.

Americanization
Americanization

is

the socialization process that includes assimilation,

adaptation, cultural migration and bicultural maintenance for immigrants and refugees.

Immigrants

& Newcomers

Immigrants voluntarily migrate from their country of birth to another country

in

search of better social and economic conditions. Recent refugees and immigrants are

considered newcomers to the cultural, social, economic and political fabric of American
society. (Habana-Hafher, 1993).

Contextual Significance of Study
Children of refugees and immigrants live in the largest towns in the valley,
including Amherst (population 34,000),

(population 156,000).

Holyoke (population 44,000), and

The newcomer and minority youth groups

in these

Springfield

communities

share a sense of cultural alienation, which hampers their motivation and ability to

become

active participants in

American

society.
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The

existing support and social

services for these groups are not only inadequate but
are also under the constant threat

of budgetary elimination. This situation only increases the anxiety
that community

members have about

their future well-being (Project

Documents, 1996).

Wong writes:
Enhancement of community systems through community development
and community organization activities improves individual and family
support systems. Through social action, refugees learn ways to make
empower themselves, and to attempt to solve
systematic problems. (Wong, 1981, p. 221)

their voices heard, to

Germain (1991)

stated however, that the value these groups place

and mutual aid networks
resulting in a violation

provide.

As

is

upon family

sometimes unrecognized by agencies and professionals,

of cultural norms and patterns

a result, social services

may

in the social services they

violate culture

norms and

patterns. Life-

worlds are framed by subjective experiences and perceptions and are very much
influenced by the inherent cultural values, norms, and traditions of a specific

community.

The 21

st

2

Century Learning

Initiative

has pointed out

how

a diverse set of

concepts about learning are currently highlighting the inadequacy of conventional
institutions in preparing students for a life

From

of creative, meaningful self-directed

learning.

the neurological sciences, cognitive sciences, and even from the outer reaches of

quantum

physics, ideas are emerging,

education and provide

“The 21

st

new

which question the foundations of modem

understanding of how learning really happens. Here

Century Learning

Initiative is a transnational

I

would

program aiming to synthesize

the best research and development into the nature of human learning, and examining the
implications of this for education,

work and

the development of communities

worldwide” (www.211eam.org).
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like to articulate the

value and potential of service learning as a pedagogical strategy

from some of these new perspectives on

learning.

Gardner (1998) believes human beings possess
intelligences.

at least eight different

His work invites education to become more inclusive

By

intellectual achievement.

doing

so, a

in its definitions

of

wider range of human capacities can be

developed, and a broader range of students can find success

in exercising their abilities.

Service learning engages these multiple competencies within students. Rather than

simply requiring analytic

ability, students'

leadership

linguistic abilities, as well as their kinesthetic

may work

and

work may

spatial abilities.

with youth on projects that involve dance,

community. All of these

skits, crafts

classroom. Within each project, students can find their

community

contribution to the group. In this sense, the

—

capacities have value at the university.

affirms that students and

measured or noticed by

upon

their

For example, they
or fund-raising in the

broader range of skills than does a typical

activities exercise a

the message that students with meaningful

call

—

An

own

unique avenue for

program sends

service-learning

although perhaps not typically "academic"
appreciation of multiple intelligences

community youth are smart

in

many ways

that

may

not be

traditional standards.

Another dimension of intelligence

is

the emotional.

Goleman (1998) uses

term ’’emotional intelligence" to convey the quality of a person's
emotional condition of others and the regulation of one's

own

sensitivity to the

emotional

Successful projects are intimately tied to students' emotional intelligence.
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states.

the

Limitations of the Study

This study grew out of my personal frame of reference and observations.

an educator, and

my

inquiry

is

that another researcher might

circumstances.

S/he

may

findings to report that

have made every

also

personally and professionally motivated.

have collected data
have drawn

would have

I

ways and

different conclusions

am

acknowledge

in different

and selected other

led to different interpretations

effort to at least partially

data of this study.

in different

I

I

of the data

collected.

compensate for the abundance and breadth of

recognize that the findings and implications of this study will be

unique to these ten immigrant and refugee students, and should not be generalized.

Thus the

limits

of this study may be defined

studied, (b) the lack of literature

and

(c) the

in at least three

ways: (a) the population

on ethnoculturally based community

service learning,

methodology employed.

Population
This study was limited to only ten out of one hundred immigrant and refugee
students from the

CIRCLE

the project, this population

project.

CIRCLE. Conclusion drawn may,
individuals investigated.

several years

may have

Though they were drawn from

may have

different stages

characteristics not present in other students in

therefore, be limited

by the

characteristics of the

My personal friendship with most of the interviewees over

also limited

I

my effectiveness.
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of

Lack of Literat ure on Ethnoculturally-based Community Service Learning
Ethnoculturally based community service

much

written about

it.

Existing

Community

is

a fairly

new concept and

service learning models

there

is

not

do not apply to the

experiences of immigrant and refugee students nor to the development
of their
identities.

These models served as resources from which

my teaching

apply to

experiences, but no

directly to the refugee

was

I

extracted certain ideas to

model except Habana-Hafner (1996) spoke

and immigrant experiences. Since

I

was teaching

this course, I

availed of several opportunities to observe and participate in youth conferences,

community outreach, weekend workshops and

social activities.

Furthermore,

discussions of cultural identity, personal development, and leadership within this

context allowed

me to

further strengthen

my

research.

However, the obvious lack of

literature to support the ethnocultural perspective in this study

was an important

concern.

Organization of the Study
In addition to this introduction,

my

study contains five

more

chapters. Chapter 2

presents the practical concept of community service learning through an application of

transformative learning and constructivist principles.

specific look at the actual practice

It will

make

possible a

more

of transformative learning and constructivism

through an ethno-cultural perspective. This chapter also establishes a clear theoretical
foundation on which to build Chapters 3 through
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5.

Chapter 3 discusses the research method and design. The qualitative
research
guides the methodological framework, drawing on educational biography,
in-depth
interviews, and participant observation in particular, to examine a variety
of

perspectives in order to analyze the implications of transformative learning theory for
practitioners

working with refugee and immigrant students.

Chapter 4 presents the key elements and backgrounds of the Case Study.

It

also

discusses the results of in-depth interviews and other sources of data collection.

Chapter 5 analyzes and discusses the findings. Chapter 6 concludes the study

and discusses several findings and implications of the study.

It

also includes

recommendations for ethnoculturally-based community service learning and
suggestions for further research.
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some

CHAPTER 2
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents a theoretical framework for
Mezirow’s transformative
learning theory and for ethnoculturally-based

this chapter will

community

service learning.
1

be on Mezirow's transformative learning theory and

constructivism in adult education, with a particular emphasis on

its

social

constructive and

transformative nature within the context of community service learning.
constructivist theories have been put forward

a social constructivist stance that

examine these learning
•

What

The focus of

theories,

is

by

A variety of

different theorists, but this chapter takes

strongly influenced by Vygotskian psychology.

I will

To

try to explore the following questions:

are the similarities between transformative learning theory and

constructivist learning theory?

•

What

are the optimal conditions of learning in transformative learning theory

and constructivist?
•

How do both

strands of theory,

when combined, inform our understanding of

the nature of transformative learning in the context of community service

learning?

l

Mezirow wrote

in his

book Transformative Dimension of Learning

transformation theory, as elaborated in this book, has as

insurgence of constructivism,
all

of the

critical

in

studies that have found that

it

My approach to

current context the

theory, and deconstructvism in social theory and in

social sciences, law, literature,

of the cognitive revolution

its

"

and

art.

Transformative learning also grows out

psychology and psychotherapy instigated by scores of
is

not so

much what happens

to people but

how they

interpretate and explain what happens to them that determines their actions, their hopes,
their

contentment and emotional well-being, and their performance" (1991,
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p. xiii).

This review of the theoretical literature and the connections
the various concepts

is

I

will

make between

necessarily incomplete and partial.

Mezirow’s Transformative Learning Theory
Jack Mezirow

is

transformative learning.

1978, and his focus

is

an American adult educator and the major developer of

He

first

on how

introduced his ideas about transformational learning in

adults actually learn.

He

is

primarily concerned with the

“transformative” nature of learning and the reconstruction of old knowledge into

frameworks. Transformative learning, as he describes

meaning of one’s experience:

it is

it,

is

the process of making

a reconstruction of the notion of self (a

consciousness), which guides adults towards future actions in their

of this process

is

new

lives.

new

level

The end

of

result

a change in one's perspective. According to Caffarella and Merriam,

"The mental constructions of experience, inner meaning, and

common components

of this approach" (1999,

p. 2).

learning has evolved “into a comprehensive and

critical self- reflection are

Mezirow’s theory of transformative

complex description of how

learners

construe, validate, and reformulate the meaning of their experiences" (Cranton, 1994,

22).

Three central themes

and the

centrality

in

Mezirow’s theory are

of experience (Taylor, 1998).

critical reflection, rational discourse,

A transformative learning process

begins with the experience of learners, and the learner's experience plays a

education.
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p.

vital role in

Critical Reflection

Mezirow argues

that individuals

reflective action if they are to learn

must engage

in reflective

judgment and or

from experience. In Transformative Learning he
,

writes,

Most

significant adult learning occurs in the communicative learning
domain. Communicative learning involves identifying problematic ideas,

values, beliefs, and feelings, critically examining the assumptions

upon
which they are based, listing their justification through rational discourse
and making decisions predicted upon the resulting consensus. (Mezirow,
1995,

p.

58)

His focus

is

a rational approach based

reflection

is

principled thinking; ideally,

Critical reflection

1998).

Mezirow

is

critical reflection.

it

the process by which

distinguishes

on assumptions and

on

is

To Mezirow,

impartial, consistent,

we engage

in

on assumptions.

assumptions involves "objective reframing," which

is

and non-arbitrary.

premise reflection (Mezirow,

between two forms of critical

critical self-reflection

critical

reflection: critical reflection

Critical reflection

examining

on

how learners view the

involves "subjective refraining," which

examining

world, while

critical self-reflection

how

view themselves. According to Mezirow, these two assumptions are the

learners

emancipatory dimensions of adult learning because

it

is

gives us freedom from "our

conditioned assumptions about the world, others and ourselves" (1998,

p. 192).

2

According to King and Kitchener (1994), people move through five sets of learning
assumptions from childhood to adulthood to reach, as an adult, the sixth and seventh
stages that entail reflective judgment.
Premise reflection involves our becoming aware of why we perceive, think, feel, or act
judgment,
as we do and the reasons for and consequences of our possible habits of hasty
107-108).
conceptual inadequacy, or error in the process of judging (Mezirow, 1991, p.
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Furthermore,

critical reflection

by defining the way

we

breaks the habitually established frameworks that trap us

perceive and interpret our world.

Meaning Scheme and Transformation of Meaning Perspectives
According to Mezirow, making meaning

is

fixed by our frame of reference:

A frame of reference is composed of two dimensions:

a meaning
perspective (habits of mind), consisting of broad, generalized, orienting
predispositions; and a

meaning scheme which is constituted by the cluster
and value judgments that accompany
and shape an interpretation. A more fully developed (more functional)
frame of reference is one that is more (a) inclusive, (b) differentiating, (c)

of specific

beliefs, feelings, attitudes,

permeable, (d)
(1996,

p.

critically reflective,

and

(e) integrative

of experience.

163)

Here, Mezirow makes a distinction between the transformation of meaning schemes and
the transformation of meaning perspectives. Together, however,

compose a common frame of reference. Mezirow

we

further explains

perspective transformation, the epochal and the incremental.

see that they

two

different paths to

The epochal involves

a

4

sudden

shift

triggered by an event, such as a disorienting dilemma in a person's

influences a change in a meaning perspective.

The incremental path involves

of meaning over time that eventually leads to perspective transformation.

life

that

a revision

It is

clear that

a change in a meaning scheme leads to reflective learning and a change in meaning

perspective leads towards transformation.

Mezirow

points out,

Transformation of meaning schemes (specific beliefs, attitudes, and
emotional reactions) through reflection is an everyday occurrence, it does
not necessarily involve self-reflection.
interpretations.

perspective,

On the

We often merely correct our

other hand, the transformation of meaning

which occurs

less frequently, is

more

likely to involve

our

Disorientation starts a doubting process in which old meaning perspectives were perceived as
inadequate in the face of heightened awareness of inconsistencies within the self (Mezriow,

1991, p. 177)
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sense of self and always involves

critical reflection

upon the

distorted

premises sustaining our structure of expectation. (Mezirow, 1991,

p.

167)

Perspective Transformation

Much

of the thinking

in

developmental psychology

is

directly related to

perspective transformation. Mezirow’ s transformation theory has been influenced by
Piaget, Perry, Erikson, Bruner and others

who were

concerned with stages and processes

of adult development (Tennant, 1993). Perspective transformation
individual’s developmental

movement through a

from a concrete, egocentric, context

more

free

series

reflects

an

of steps and phases; for example,

and non-reflective view of the world toward a

progressive, developmental meaning perspective.

Mezirow

sees three stages in the development of transformation: “self-evident

lifeworld” (the confirmation or ratification of prior judgments or decisions

and objective
transitions),

social reality), “the threatened lifeworld”

on subjective

(dilemmas associated with

life

and “the transformed lifeworld” (perceptions of individual problems and

conflicts as structural in nature).

However, Mezirow (1991) explains perspective transformation can occur
through an accretion of transformed meaning schemes resulting from a

dilemmas such as a death,

illness,

result

of

separation or divorce, children leaving home, being

passed over promotion or gaining a promotion,
retirement.

series

either

failing

an important examination, or

A disorienting dilemma that begins the process of transformation also can

from an eye-opening discussion, book, poem, or painting or from

understand a different culture with customs that contradict our
presuppositions.

Any major

own

efforts to

previous accepted

challenge to an established perspective can result in a
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transformation. These challenges are painful; they often call into question deeply held

personal values and threaten our very sense of self (Mezirow, 1991, pp. 168-169).

By the same token,
transformative learning:

have

built their lives.

problem, and

Caffarella and

"Adults examine the underlying assumptions on which they

This self-reflection

may be undertaken

& Merriam,

transformation occurs through

is

often triggered by a major dilemma or

individually as well as collectively with others

share similar problems or dilemmas.

perspective" (Caffarella

Merriam (1999) write about Mezirow’

The end

result

of this process

is

who

a change in one's

1999, p.l). Mezirow’s theory stresses that

critical

consciousness, and that the transformational

learning process necessarily involves reflection and action. Further, perspective

transformation

may

take place at the individual, group or collective

level.

Instrumental and Communicative Learning

Mezirow's theory focuses on two interactive but

distinct

instrumental and the communicative. Instrumental learning

is

domains of learning: the

intended to control or

manipulate the environment or other people through a problem-solving approach, while

communicative learning

is

a process of discovering what people

understand values, ideas, feelings and cultural concepts

like

mean by coming

freedom, love,

Communicative learning often happens through the use of metaphors and

Mezirow argues
learning.

There

that the critical reflective process

is

is

common to

to

justice, etc.

analogies.

both domains of

a clear connection between Mezirow's approach and Habermas’
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theory of communicative action.

of ideas of truth and freedom
resistance,

and that

all

speech

in

is

Communicative action theory holds
speech

will

guide educators

that the presence

overcoming the

in

learner’s

oriented toward genuine consensus through critical

reflection. Likewise, transformational learning is optimized within the ideal conditions

of discourse, that

is,

communication

free

of distortion and manipulation. Mezirow

further explains four aspects of learning that can be found in both domains:

1

Learning within meaning schemes, for example adding, differentiating and

.

integrating ideas within pre-existing frameworks.

2.

Trusting one’s

own

inner sense in order to develop a set of beliefs, feelings,

judgment, attitudes and knowledge that make up a
3

.

Learning to transform a meaning scheme through

new

meaning.

critical reflection

on the

content or process of problem-solving, rational discourse and action.

4.

Learning that transforms a meaning perspective, re-ordering the meaning

schemes and exploring new
It is

clear that

Mezirow

definitions.

thinks that an individual can

become

critically reflective

of the way he or she has to come to understand the world through dialogue with

others.

This understanding of the world enables learners to become “communicative

competent,” that

Habermas

is

a

is,

personally transformed.

critical theorist

Mezirow

claims that this perspective

from the second generation of theorist associated with the

of social Research, commonly known as the Frankfurt school. Habermas (1984)
seeks to distinguish communicative levels on which speaker and listener must understand
each other if they want to communicate their intention and needs. The key components
in communicative action are: (1) what is said is comprehensible, that is, it obeys certain

Institute

a meaning that can be understood by the other, (2) the
prepositional content (the factual assertions) of whatever said is true, (3) the speaker is
said, that
justified in saying whatever is said, and (4) the speaker is sincere in whatever is
rules

is,

of language so that there

is

he or she does not intend to deceive the

listener.
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transformation

is

an emancipatory process of learning, similar to Freire’s problem

solving.

Perspective Transformation vs. Problem Positing Education

Mezirow

points to the similarities between his and Freire’s problem positing

education. In Freire's

method of problem posing education, the educator

radical perspective with the student in a mutual process

of liberation

enters into a

facilitated

by

trust

and dialogue leading to mutual empowerment. The process of liberation occurs through
the action and reflection process of the learner.

Newman

(1994) argues that Mezirow's

perspective transformation differs from Paolo Freire's "conscientization." According to

Newman,
While perspective transformation involves the development of critical
awareness of the cultural context of the learner, it does not impel the
learner actively into the flow of social history in the

conscientization

Taylor has cited

will.

Newman

(Newman, 1994,

(1993,

p.

p.

way

Freire argues that

243)

229)

Perspective transformation appears to focus on the individual examining
her or his

own

personal experience.

changing oneself.

.

.

society

1998,

.

.

About understanding and

.

[and accepting] a reintegration by the individual into a

where the dominant ideology may go unquestioned.

(Taylor,

p. 23).

Mezirow made

clear his difference with Freire in his response to

Mark Tenant and

Michael Newman:
Freire sees collective social action as a direct next step following critical
reflection

and discourse.

informal factors, which
Educationally, this

I

have

identified situations, emotional,

may impede and

may

learn about them, verify

and

delay taking reflective action.

involve helping learners "identify their enemies,

whether they

really are their

develop strategies for dealing with those
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who

are.

enemies and

(1994,

p.

244)

support Mezirow's position for engaging learners

I

their oppressors

process of identifying

in the

and developing strategies for dealing with

their oppressors.

Freire s radical perspective, distinguished by social action through a

Mezirow
Freire,

Unlike

community process,

describes an individual process of change followed by community action.

on the other hand, sees learners more as members of a

individuals.

social class than as

In this approach, the educator does not enter into radical solidarity with the

learners, but rather into a

mutual process of liberation

facilitated

by

trust

and dialogue,

leading toward a change in meaning perspectives and the development of strategies for
action.

Critiques of Mezirow's Transformative Theory

As with any theory,
practice.

Some

methodology

critiques

there are limitations, especially

when trying to

of transformative learning hold that

for applying the theory.

issues associated with the

There

is

no doubt

it

it

into

does not provide a clear

that there are

model of perspective transformation.

put

many unresolved

Specifically, Taylor

(1998) has identified seven aspects of transformation theory that are highly contested:
•

Its

notion of individual vs. social action and power

•

Its

decontextualized views of learning and rational discourse

•

Its universal

•

Its

emphasis on rationality

•

Its

foreclosure of other

•

Its

concept of perspective transformation

model of adult learning

ways of knowing
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Taylor (1998) asks

why some

transformation while others do not.

Why do some

significant events,

disorienting

What

dilemmas lead to perspective

factors contribute to or inhibit this process?

such as the death of a loved one or personal

injury, not

always lead to a perspective transformation where minor events, such as
brief encounter
or a lecture, sometimes stimulate transformative learning? Inglis
(1997) argues that

without an analysis of power there

is

a danger that transformative learning, instead of

being emancipatory, could operate as a subtle frame of manipulation.

Many

others

found that a transformation does not necessarily occur as a cognitive process
rational discourse.

lives, relying

Instead,

it

is

the result of a change in

on counter narratives

in relationship to

how

reliant

on

participants restore their

dominant cultural

narratives.

Constructivism and Knowledge Acquisition

Transformative learning theory
constructivism

is

is

based on constructivism. The history of

closely linked to the evolution of educational psychology. In

educational psychology, constructivism had
including those of Piaget,

constructivism

was

its

roots in a

number of paradigms,

Dewey, Vygotsky, and Montessori.

In psychology,

a part of existentialism, phenomenology, Gestalt, Piagetian and

Vygotskyian approaches, perception theory, and cognitive science (Cambliss, 1996).
Jean Piaget (1896-1980) was perhaps the

knowledge structures with a model
intellectual structures" (Papert,

that

first in

the

West

to explore learning and

viewed children as the

1980 and Martin, 1997).
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"builder[s]

of their

Piagetian Constructivism

Piaget extended the biological model to cognitive development (Cambliss,
1996,
p. 87).

In Piagetian constructivism, the learner

own knowledge from the

who

rise to curiosity

seen as actively constructing his or her

environment. Teachers in this situation must ensure that the

design of the environment
not someone

is

is

optimal for the purposes of learning. Further, the teacher

gives lessons, but

someone who organizes

and solution seeking

means of appropriate arrangements”

in the child,

and

who

"situations that will give

will

support such behavior by

(Piaget 1977). According to his theory, there are

four invariant, age-related stages of cognitive development in children.
Caffarella write, "These stages represent qualitatively different

is

As Merriam and

ways of making

understanding, and constructing a knowledge of the world” (1999).

way of articulating how

is

The

sense,

stages are also a

children reach the final stage of mature, adult thought.

The

first

a sensory-motor stage, in which the child has not begun to acquire the operation and

fails at

every task requiring

which the

it.

The second stage

child understands concepts

is

called the preoperational stage, in

and the relationships between

ideas.

In the third

stage, the concrete operational, the child practices reasoning skills such as framing

hypotheses, logic, and systematic thinking.

abstract-thinking skills

children

do not make

And

become more and more

false starts, postulate, or

in the final stage,

formal operations,

rapid and accurate. At this stage,

use step-by-step mapping processes.

Vygotsky’s Dialectic Theory
In general,

two broad

interpretations

of constructivism can be found among

contemporary educators: psychological constructivism, most notably
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articulated

by

Piaget, and social constructivism, associated with

psychologist

Vygotsky (Ismat, 1998,

Lev Semanovich Vygotsky (1896 -1934) developed

socially oriented pedagogical perspective that describes

p. 1).

Soviet

"dialectic theory," a

how children

learn through

interaction and dialogues with socializing agents (such as peers, teachers, parents, etc.)

(Martin, 1997, p. 2). According to Vygotsky’s theory, society provides the child an

opportunity to internalize social and cultural relationships while language helps to

organize thinking. Richardson (1995) summarized Vygotsky’s view:

Vygotsky created the foundation of cultural-historical psychology based
on the concept of mediation. Human action is not a direct response to the
environment

—

it is mediated by culturally meaningful tools and signs,
which make the human being able to control him-or herself from the

outside.

Collaboration with other humans creates zones of proximal

development for individuals, enabling them to go beyond their current
capacity by grasping and constructing new mediating tools and signs.
(1995,

p. 1)

Vygotskian constructivism emphasizes education as the socialization of
individuals, a process

by which both the individual and the society are changed.

According to Ismat (1997), education creates a

dialectical relationship

between the

individual and his/her socio-cultural milieu: "Schools are the sociocultural settings

where

teaching and learning take place and where cultural tools, such as reading, writing,

mathematics, and certain modes of discourse are utilized" (Richardson, 1997). Ismat

stresses that the construction

will

of knowledge

is

a collaborative activity, the nature of which

vary according to the particular institutional context. Teaching

in this

environment

requires the teacher to create opportunities for the maximization of dialog.

Vygotsky emphasized that the child follows the adult example and
gradually develops the ability to do certain tasks without help or assistance. Vygotsky
called the difference between what a child can do with help and what he or she can do
.”
without guidance is “zones of proximal development

As Moll (1990)

put

it
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The Radical
Mayers (1996) takes a

Constructivist Stance

radical constructivist stance;

he believes that to

accomplish the goals of social transformation, the context of education should be
deconstructed and the cultural assumptions, power relationships, and historical
influences that under gird

necessary.

it

should be exposed, critiqued, and altered whenever

Several scholars cite the importance of constructivist approaches that

encourage student to explore, collaborate, experience,

reflect,

and self-examine

process of making meaning. Constructivists believe that knowledge

is

not merely

transmitted verbally but must be constructed and reconstructed by learners.

token, Garrison (1998,

p.

in the

By the same

50) says that constructivist educators must realize they are

altering their students’ identities in

ways

that cannot

be predicted

in advance.

Fleury

(1998) sees constructivism as a postmodern theory of knowledge with the potential to
transform educational theory

new views on how

(p. 157).

To Martin

(1997,

p. 2),

reality is perceived.

The Optimal Conditions

for Practicing

These Theories

According to Martin (1997), a learning environment

draw upon resources
problems.

constructivism presents

to

To Wilson

make

is

a place where people can

sense out of things and construct meaningful solutions to

(1996), a constructivist-learning environment emphasizes the

importance of meaningful, authentic
understanding and to develop

skills

activities that help the learner to

relevant for solving problems.

come

to a deeper

The diagram below

synthesizes and compares transformative and constructivist views as follows.
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1
The Similarities and Differences Between Transformative Learning Theory
and Constructivist Learning Theories

Table

:

Transformative
•

View

Constructivist

Individual learners have accurate and

“Communities” of learners come
together on projects and support each

•

Learners select and transform

complete information
•

Learners have the

ability to

weigh

other

evidence and evaluate arguments
•

Learners have the

•

ability to

be

information, construct hypotheses,

critically reflective

and make decisions relying on

Learners are open to alternative

cognitive structures

perspectives

mental models) to provide meaning

Learners are engaged

•

activities

around

literature

allow the individual to go beyond the

and

information given

Career counseling and other

activities

make

decisions

help learners pose and
•

•

create
•

changing

situations to

new knowledge
around

activities

Learning goals are negotiated between

composition
•

new

Learners are engaged

perspectives

the learner and the educator, not tacitly

•

Learners apply their current
understanding in

Travel, reading groups, and other
activities facilitate a learner’s

•

schema,

(i.e.,

and organization to experience and

in reflective

composition
•

Views

•

in reflective

literature

and

Learners expand their self-awareness

imposed by the educator

and feelings to become more

Learners are asked to draw upon their

and creative

original

in their learning.

personal lives in order to explore their

assumptions
•

Life histories are explored through

group reflection

The

first similarity in

both theories

is

having greater control over their education

reflection.

that

in

both give importance to learners

terms of critical thought and

self-

In both, teaching environments require the teacher to create opportunities for

the maximization of dialogic interaction.

The construction of knowledge

is

a

collaborative activity, the nature of which will vary according to the particular

institutional context.
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The second

similarity is that the subject

dialectical relationship

teacher

between the individual and the socio-cultural

may have an agenda of instructional

learner, but the nature

of study for both theories

goals,

of the process, which leads to

third similarity is that in

milieu.

the

The

which they hope to achieve with the
their

mutual satisfaction,

depend upon the nature of the interactions between learner and

The

is

will

teacher.

both strands of theory, knowledge construction

occurs as a result of working through dilemmas. Instructional practices include
"discovery learning,"

thinking),

(i.e.,

student tasks that challenge existing concepts and stimulate

methods of questioning

that probe learner's beliefs, and the

encouragement of

the examination and testing of those beliefs on the part of the educator. Constructivism

is

a dynamic and vital process that relies upon the development of ideas through the

interaction of many different structures.

and openness to

The only

learner's input,

difference

I

These structures should

offer both guidance

encouraging dialogues.

see

is

that constructivism gives

more

attention to the

construction of new knowledge within old frameworks, as knowledge

adding

to,

constructed by

modifying, or reorganizing existing knowledge. In contrast, Mezirow

more concerned with
he

is

the reconstruction of old knowledge into

is

new frameworks, which

calls perspective transformation.

Both perspectives are important and more work needs
Therefore,

I

would

like to

learning context to see

look

at

how they

both of them together

inform us

in

in a

to be done to link the two.

community

service-

understanding the nature of

transformative learning.
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Community
Five years ago,

when

I first

Service Learning

became

interested in

theory in the U.S., most educators had heard

Now, however,

things are very different.

little

about

Community

community

how

service enhances learning.

service learning has invaded most

educational journals, and in recent years service learning has

more broadly accepted within American higher

service learning

education.

become more popular and

The value of service

experiences for young people has been the topic of more recent educational literature as
well.

A recent report by the Kellogg Commission calls for American universities to

integrate service into every dimension of their operation. In contrast to "extension" or

the dissemination of knowledge,

it

reciprocity and mutual learning.

Advocates of this stance view service learning as a

central

defines service as entry into a relationship of

pedagogy within the "engaged
Kendall,

J.

.

2.

Commission, 1999).

and associates (1990) have highlighted the “Principles of Good

Practice for Service Learning.”

1

university" (Kellogg

engages people

To

them, good service learning

in responsible

and challenging actions for the

provides structured opportunities for people to reflect

common good;

critically

on

their

service experience;

and learning goals for everyone involved;

3.

articulates clear service

4.

allows for those with needs to define those needs;

5.

clarifies the responsibilities

6.

matches service providers and service needs through a process

of each person and organization involved;
that

recognizes changing circumstances;

7.

expects genuine, active, and sustained organizational commitment;
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8.

includes training, supervision, monitoring, support, recognition, and

evaluation to meet service and learning goals;
9.

ensures that the time commitment for service and learning

is flexible,

appropriate, and in the best interest of all involved; and
10. is

committed to program participation by and with diverse populations.

Traditional, classroom-based instruction

is

different

from the way people learn

outside of school. Inside the school, learning tends to be individualized, abstract,
symbolic, and decontextualized (Resnick, 1997). Learning

is

disconnected from

contexts of use and from communities of Work outside of school

is in

its

where

context,

people learn by doing. They experiment, ask questions of others, and find tools to help

them complete important tasks

in specific contexts.

Both the National and Community Service Act of 1990 and President

Clinton's

National Service Trust Act of 1993 support community service learning and lead to the
institutionalization

of school-community

links.

The 1990

system

legislation defines a

based on community service learning as one

1

.

under which students learn and develop through active participation in
thoughtfully organized experiences that meet actual community needs and
that are coordinated in collaboration with the school

2.

that

is

and community;

integrated into the students' academic curriculum or provides

structured time for a student to think, talk, or write about what the student
did and

3.

saw during the

newly acquired
communities; and

that provides students with opportunities to use

knowledge
4.

actual activity;

in real life situations in their

that enhances

what

is

own

skills

and

taught in school by extending student learning

beyond the classroom and into the community and helps foster the
development of a sense of caring for others. (Cohen & Kinsey, 1994,
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p.

5)

For most, service learning

is

viewed as a means of expanding classroom-based

instruction in traditional disciplines with community-based experiences.

widely promote community service learning as a
.

.

recogmze

new

instructional

roots in

(Jones, Maloy,

methodology

8

.

its

Those who

Dewey’s philosophical pragmatism and

& Steen,

1996; Conrad

& Hedin, 2000).

experiential education

John Dewey's premise that

all

genuine education comes through a sequence of experiences has influenced adult
education since the circulation of his ideas in the 1930s.

Conrad and Hedin
viewed as a
education.

who

call for

community

particular manifestation

Rooted

in the

still

development theories of John Dewey, Jean Piaget, and others

development occurs as individuals
to understand and act

Dewey viewed

the

on

strive to

their

word" (Conrad

community

(1998)

all

this

come up with more

approach holds that
satisfying

& Hedin, 2000, p.

and complex

3).

as an important part of the educational

experience that provided opportunities to utilize what

school’s boundaries.

means of education can be

broader method labeled experiential

an interaction with the environment,

stress learning as

ways

of a

service "as a

is

learned in school beyond the

Dewey, (1916) Piaget (1966), Kinsley (1997), and Waterman

have given importance to community experience and made connections

between the advancement of the learners and betterment of society.

However, the concept of “experiential based learning” can

also be seen in

of the thinkers who have influenced the development of adult education over the

many
years,

including Knowls, Kolb, Lindamen, and Mezirow. Brookfield wrote, "Lindeman

8

John Dewey’s philosophical pragmatism, concern with interaction, reflection,
form a
experience, and interest in community and democracy, were brought together to
highly suggestive educative form
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asserted that

all

experience

the adult learner's living textbook" (1998,
p

we may

is

classify

genuine education

what

awareness through
In

keep doing and thinking together and

.

This "doing and thinking"

service learning

is

"dialogue,”

students' expression, reflection

i.e.,

is

is intrinsically

practice.

To

point of view,

learning.

experiential.

is

and revision of their current knowledge
is

considered a personal

motivated. Along these lines, a brochure for service

learning at the University of Massachusetts describes

and

that

into fuller

it

education that

base. According to the constructivist perspective, learning

discovery that

From this

5).

are already doing as "practice," bringing

reflection.

my view,

Doing can force

we

will

it

as a

method of linking theory

foster such linkage, for example, students in a biology class might test

the oxygen levels in a local lake for a community organization; students in a public

policy course might spend time at a homeless shelter to

grounded understanding of welfare

come

to a

more

--

more

policies.

We must pay close attention to the form service learning takes.
main orientations

personal,

charity and change.

There are two

Victoria (1997) wrote

Westheimer and Kahne see that service-learning activities tend toward
caring, giving, and compassion (charity) and one that upon critical
reflection determines the need for active engagement in political action
and

social transformation (change),

Service-learning

is

distinguished

kindness and decency;

it

from charity

139)

in that service “requires

requires engagement in

endeavors” (Victoria, 1997,
This perspective

(p.

is

complex

social

and

more than

institutional

p. 139).

essential to the kind

of service learning that

truly imparts

democratic and participatory education and helps students become social
active

community developers. Otherwise, students
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will

go

activists oi

to their sites and do their

service,

but that service will not be sustained. They will also tend to see community

problems as social problems caused by community

deficiencies.

This kind of micro-

perspective that does not question macro socioeconomic inequalities reflects a

model of service

stereotypical welfare

This

is

very

learning.

much epitomized by

practitioners tend to

come down on the

Eyler and Giles (1999) "Service learning
side

of transformational

education that raises fundamental questions and

about them

(p.

commitment to

the status quo.

It is

real

changes happen

finding the root causes

who work with

is

community

are political actors;

to involve the student in questioning

questioning of assumption about

learning (p. 132). Critical reflection

is at

how

society

is

organized and

how

the hart of transformational

an opportunity for students for thoughtful

and helps to understand the nature or the reasons for the services “and be

pushed to rethink
1999,

in the

is likely

these assumptions underlie social problems that

reflection

students to do something

132). Eyler and Giles (1999) note that, “students

community partners to make
this

empower

learning, supporting

p. 132).

their

view of the world and

their future role in

it.

"(Eyler

Researchers have examined different aspects of this

shift

from

social action with either direct or indirect reference to the transformative

constructivist views.

relationship

The range of practices

in

which meaning emerges

between teacher and learner can be

extreme positions:
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illustrated as a

& Giles,
charity to

and

in the

continuum between two

Charity

Constructivist

Transformative

Perspective

Perspective

Perspective

u

u

Entirely in

Interplay

Entirely

teacher

between teacher
and students

interpreted by

u

u

u

"Transmitted"

"Negotiated"

"Re-created"

The Learner

More

Figure

1.

is

o

<=>

passive

students

More

<=>

A continuum of learning (Adapted and redesigned from Chandler,

active

1999)

Eyler and Giles (1999) see dramatic transformations in perspective as rare and

do not expect service learning to routinely lead to
service learning

was

highly reflective and

if

this

outcome. They found that

the course and

community

service

if

were

well integrated, however, they could have an impact on perspective transformation. In

their surveys

and interviews with students participating

Students

who

are in service learning classes

in service learning,

where

integrated through classroom focus and reflection are

they found:

service and learning are well

more

likely to

demonstrate a more

systemic locus for causes and solutions of problems in their problem -solving interviews

than those in classes where the service was less well integrated into the course or no

service

was done

(Eyler

& Giles,

1999,

p. 149).
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In sum, service-learning

is

a teaching

methodology

that enriches instruction

providing thoughtfully designed opportunities for students to use their

knowledge
develops

in service to the

skills

and

critical reflection,

community.

abilities in

It

partnerships between the school and the

building.

is

a place

where

learners

community

may work

use a variety of tools and information sources

and problem-solving

Identity

activities

(Wilson 1996,

critical analysis,

Service-learning also builds

new

that support student achievement

and increase community involvement. Wilson (1996)
environment

and

meets students' varied academic needs and

problem solving, decision-making,

group work, and team

skills

by

states that the learning

together and support each other as they

in their

guided pursuit of learning goals

p. 5).

Development and EthnoCulturally Based Community Service Learning

Ethno

is

a

Greek word meaning

nation, race or people. Ethnicity refers to a

shared social and cultural heritage passed on by a generation of people. According to

Yinger (1976), an ethnic group can be viewed as a segment of a larger society whose

members have a common

who

origin, share important

participate in shared activities in

which the

segments of a

common origin

common culture, and
and culture are

important ingredients. Scholars across disciplines agree that ethnic identity

is

largely

defined by context (Phinney, 1990; Tajfel, 1981; Berry, 1993). Ethnic identity, in other

words,

is

strongly influenced by social context (Hurtado et

theorists suggest that minority peoples feel themselves

nationality, religion, culture,

discrimination or privilege,

common

all

history,

al.,

1997).

bound together by

common

fate,

and

race,

similar experiences of

of which serve to strengthen in-group
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Social Identity

solidarity

and to

enhance consciousness of their minority membership (Hutnik, 1985; Stephan

&

Stephan, 2000; Joshi, 2001).

Erikson (1968) describes identity as an “intrapsychic process “in which one
defines and integrates different aspects of the
identity

self.

development emerges from the “identity

He holds that

crisis,”

when

various aspects of the self through the exploration of interests,

the critical point of

adolescents integrate

abilities, attitudes

values. According to Cornell (2000b), the formation of social group identity

“process of discovery .” Through

works and how they

fit

this process,

into that world.

It is

people learn

how the world

is

and

a

around them

one’s experience within social groups that

constructs one’s identity.

Phinney’s model of ethnic identity development suggests that adolescents form
their identities

through “a

experimentation and

(Phinney, 1993,

crisis

finally to

p. 63).

Her

or awakening which leads to a period of exploration or

a commitment or incorporation of one’s ethnicity”

three stages of identity are as follows: “unexamined

identity,” “ethnic identity search/moratorium,”

unexamined

identity stage, adolescents

During the ethnic
one’s

own culture

and “achieved

identity.” In the

have not begun to explore

identity search/moratorium stage there

as separate and distinct

is

their social identity.

a growing awareness of

from the dominant

culture.

Adolescents also

are aware of differential treatment that occurs as a result of one’s ethnicity. In the third

stage,

i.e.,

ethnic identity achievement stage, adolescents have internalized and accepted

their identity

and have a sense of pride

theory concerns

itself with

how

in their ethnicity.

We can

say that social identity

people define themselves as members of a group.
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Hogg

(1996) and Turner (2000) state that

it

has been used to understand intergroup relations,

conformity, stereotyping, and discrimination.

Ethnoculture

is

way of life;

a

it

is

the identification of human identity

historically constituted in a social world.

Lewis (1996) says ethnoculture involves not

only an attitude towards the importance of historical relations and events

in influencing

the patterning the culture, but also the intrinsic and unavoidable “historicity” of our
interpretation of the evidence as a “construction”

and external

validity.

He

from the standpoint of both

further explains that ethnoculture

comes

internal

to express itself

psychologically in terms of individual identity through a process of subjectification to

group values and norms, encompassing a

distinctive profile

of shared

traits,

behaviors, symbolic orientations, rationalized attitudes and motivation.

model of ethnoculturally based community service learning

that Sally

I

range of

found the

Habana-Hafner

(1997) describes spoke directly to the second-generation. Southeast Asian refugee and

immigrant experience.

A theoretical framework that reflects the experience of second-

generation immigrants and refugee-exploration of ethnic identity, cultural values,
multiple identities, traditional values and cross-cultural adaptation are important to
better understand the southeast Asian refugee and immigrants population. Habana-

Hafner (1997) explains,

An

ethnoculture perspective

and

—

beliefs in the context

— exploring

of self, family,

defines an alternative approach to

ethnic identity, cultural values,

social groups,

community

and community

service learning. This

approach makes use of newcomers’ multiple identities as they explore
ways to best serve their own ethnic communities as both cultural insiders
and bicultural mediators with the mainstream

The model she
learning contexts that

society,

(p.

38)

describes promotes an ethnocultural perspective in service

would influence the curriculum design of undergraduate courses
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in

community

outreach

is

service learning.

The model she describes

also suggests that

community

a catalyst, encouraging students interested in developing leadership

skills to

explore issues of cultural identity. The purpose of a pedagogical focus on culture and
ethnic identity

and

in

is

to help students both in identifying their culture and ethnic identities

developing their

their culture

and ethnic

ability to feel

comfortable with themselves within the context of

identities.

also seeks to encourage in students an awareness of

themselves as products of their
their opinions

purpose

is

on

culture,

It

own

cultural upbringing,

and assisting them

to foster awareness of the role

encouraging them to share

in describing their

teamwork has played

worldview. Another
in their

experiences with

newcomer communities.
I

strongly believe in giving immigrant students the time and space to reflect on

what being an immigrant means to them, and

When
their

students have

group

some

I

certainty about their

identity, their role in that

see this as a step in defining themselves.

own

identities,

group, and their motivations for being in that

group. Providing students an opportunity to serve their

communities and asking them to

reflect

on

it

places

indigenous knowledge and cultural identity of their

for reflection

Through

is

they can then figure out

own

them

own

one way to promote growth and change

this process, their individual as well as their

in

ethnic, cultural

a position to appreciate the

communities. Allowing space

in

newcomer communities.

community

identity

can be

affirmed.

Habana-Hafner (1997), then, suggests

that

an ethnocultural perspective, which

pays attention to important social categories amongst students such as culture,
gender, and race, as well as to an analysis of macro issues,
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is critical

ethnicity,

to a comprehensive

definition

of community service learning. This consideration

is

essential to the kind

of

service learning that truly imparts democratic and participatory education
and helps

students

become

personally transformed.

Summary
Both

social constructivism

and transformative learning advocate a

approach that depends primarily on
theories involve their

humanism and

critical reflection, equity,

The

critical reflection.

their

The commonalities

rational

in

both

emphases on emancipation, autonomy,

self-knowledge, participation, communication and discourse.

difference in the two, however,

may

best be seen as a matter of emphasis in the

context of community service learning. Both take a rational approach and incorporate
imagination as a part of a creative process. According to Mezirow,

The transformation

theory's assumptions are constructivist, an orientation

which holds that the way learners
experience
1994,

p.

CIRCLE

is

central to

interpret

and reinterpret

making meaning and hence

their sense

learning.

(Mezirow,

222)

is

reshaping and redefining community service learning through an

undergraduate course called "Educ 299, Community Service and Leadership

Development", designed to provide undergraduate students from refugee and immigrant

communities structured opportunities to serve those communities. The
implied in this approach to community service learning

understand themselves, their

own values

is

and biases. This

first

the need for students to

is

needed before they can

begin to learn and understand the values, biases, and behaviors of people
families or communities.
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step

in their

CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHOD AND DESIGN
The methodology

for collecting the data used in

The main questions

chapter.

Question

1

my

research

is

described in this

that guide this research are:

How does perspective transformation occur in ethnoculturally

:

based community service learning?

Question

What meaning

2:

CIRCLE
Question 3

students’ experiences with

their cultural identities

The methodologies
from the
project

literature

these questions

on these three

is

dissertations

I

community

service helped

and senses of self?

were primarily drawn

learning: books, journal articles, relevant

were considered. The

outlined in Chapter

questions,

participation in the

for studying these research questions

on community service

documents and

make of their

Project?

How have

:

did students

Two

theoretical

work

relevant to

of this study. In order to gain information

employed various kinds of qualitative research, which

will

be

described in greater detail later in this chapter.

Why
The purpose of a

study,

its

Qualitative Research?

research questions, and the underlying philosophies

and values of the researcher drive the method of the researcher. In
primary purpose

is

to explore the

I

have

my

outcome of perspective transformation, and to explore

whether or not a student has adjusted, modified, or changed
schemes.

this study,

utilized a qualitative research
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particular

paradigm to conduct

meaning

this research.

The

reason

i.e.,

I

chose qualitative research

that

is

it is

consistent with

I

want to explore,

the relation between experience, meaning and understanding. Qualitative research

has been called “me-search,” or as Wilson puts
topics that are

somehow

reflective

it:

“qualitative researchers explore

of themselves" (1999,

approaches to research have subjective experience
research

is

exception.

always based on a

Merriam (1993)

The world

set

is

no

not an objective thing out there but a function of personal
and perception.
Research is exploratory, inductive, and
.

and sense what

is

.

.

One does not manipulate
What one does do is observe, intuit,
.

.

.

occurring in a natural setting. (1993,

Pierre Dominice's

point.

the center of inquiry. Qualitative

claims,

emphasizes processes rather than ends.

my

Qualitative

of underlying assumptions and values, and mine

variables or administer a treatment.

guiding

at

p. 119).

is

interaction

in

what

p.

20)

methods of qualitative research have been extremely

inquiry, providing

me with an initial

orientation,

helpful

grounding and starting

Pierre Dominice' created “educational biography,” a form of pedagogy that has

been continually refined by him and
Education

is

related to

life

his followers.

Dominice' elaborates his views:

events, experiences, and changes, and these give

perspective to an educational biography. This perspective not only informs adult

learners but offers

them some

phenomenon than formal

basic data for thinking about education as a

learning alone (2000, p. 3).

Dominice’ sums up the process of educational biographies

life

histories but histories

much broader

this way”... creating

of a specific kind, focused on each author’s learning, not

simply any aspect of life that he or she chooses” (2000, p.2). Dominice' goes on to state
that educational biography helps adults recognize

knowledge influences

their

new

learning.

As

how their previous

adult learners
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improve

experience and

their critical

thinking, they are better able to recognize assumptions and beliefs,

complexities of their

Jackson

lives,

& Caffarella,

and understand major

make

sense of the

societal influences (Candy, 1991;

1994; Merriam, 1993; Merriam

& Brockett,

2000). The focus of the educational biography approach

is

1997; Dominic'e,

to help adult learners

recognize social and interpersonal influences in their lives and educational
Preparing a

“life history”

focused on learning can also

interdependence of biographical themes, major
activities, calling learners' attention to

life

transitions

clarify the

and educational

both processes and outcomes

educations. This approach heavily relies

on an

adult’s

life

activities.

in their lives

and

journey in learning.

Participants in a study of this kind contribute actively to the production of their

knowledge.
project

is

research that

It is

is

in

conjunction with those

or dynamics under investigation.

experience

at the

The

positions

CIRCLE

this study,

It is

who

have experienced the issues

a qualitative research approach with subjective

center of inquiry.

I

philosophical grounds;

have elaborated here are based on practical as well as

my beliefs about the

Project guide

me

nature of reality,

in the direction

my values,

of qualitative research.

my understanding of the perspective transformation that

underwent during the
reflections,

and the

inform not only

itself.

CIRCLE

based on belief that research - especially research about human beings and

phenomena - must be done

the

“done with” rather than “done unto.” The

CIRCLE Project will emerge from my

stories

I

and those of

know that

in

participants

conversations,

my

and papers of the participants. The meanings they make

my own understanding,

will

but also the theory and the research process

My engagement with the students, with the data,
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and with the process

will

consequently

you

learn to

shift

do

it

and change over time. As Paolo Freire
better,

says,

“By doing

it

[research],

because by putting a methodology into practice, you are

creating methodology” (Freire, 1972, p.37).

Why the
I

Study

is

Based on In-Denth Interviews

have gathered data via observations, participation, “reflection papers” and

journals written by students, and interviews with project members. Yet,

more

directed inquiry, one that focused

on conversations with the

I

wanted a

participants.

Thus

I

decided to use in-depth interviewing, an approach, which helps uncover complex,

perhaps emotion-laden information, and helps

in

probing underlying sentiments and

opinions about expressed ideas. The purpose of this type of interview

combination of factual and reflective information. The
provides the best

way

flexibility

to explore areas and questions that

may be

It is

to find out a

of the interview
partially

the interviewer at the time of the interview. This type of interview

than a standardized interview.

is

is less

hidden from
structured

not merely a question-and-answer exercise or set of

questions put forward by a researcher, but a “dialogical reflection” where participants
are encouraged to express themselves freely in different ways, helping the researcher

understand the participant’s

own

and understandings” (Rossman

realities

& Rallis,

and come to “a mutual sharing of perspectives
1998,

p.

with different histories and personalities, and thus

125).

may

Human beings

experience the same situation or

event differently. In this process, the researcher works to

become one with

researched, not only gaining a greater understanding of the

but also gaining “realizations relevant to their
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own

are unique, each

lives”

the

phenomenon being

(Moustakas, 1994,

studied,

p. 17).

My choice of methodology has been clearly influenced by phenomenology,
which may be apparent from the statements above. Phenomenology

is

the exploration

of the “lived experience” of a small group of people (Creswell, 1994; Rossman

Phenomenological research gives importance to three important areas for

Rallis, 1998).

exploration in the research process; the

the second

first is

the sharing and understanding of others,

sociological or psychological phenomena, and the third

is

Bogden and

transitions.

&

changes or

is

Bilkin (1992) write that

Phenomenologists do not assume they know what things mean to the
people they are studying (Douglas, 1976). ‘Phenomenological inquiry
begins with silence’ (Psathas, 1973). This “silence”

grasp what

it

is

that they are studying.

emphasize, then,

is

an attempt to

What phenomenologists
4

is

They

the subjective aspects of people s behavior.

attempt to gain entry into the conceptual world of their subjects (Geertz,

1973) in order to understand how and what meaning they construct
around events in their daily lives. Phenomenologists believe that
multiple

ways of interpreting experiences

through interacting with others, and that
experiences that constitutes

The above
Although

I

(Greene, 1978; 1992,

description includes several features that relate to

my

what the course meant to
people, coming from

CIRCLE

all

many

of its participants.

different

study.

project and had been teaching this

community education

class for a long time,

I

knew

that

we were

backgrounds and cultures, and

I

I

did not assume

all

quite different

was curious

to

about what the class had meant to each of us. Phenomenological research

understanding the world of those
inquiry because

I

the meaning of our

34)

leadership development in

particular

is

p.

reality.

had been a member of the

know more

are available to each of us
it

I

are researching with. This

was well

suited to

my

wanted to know the experiences of a small group of people around a

phenomenon.

did not see

we

My interviewees were the experts in their specific experience.

them as “informants” but

as “participants” or co-researchers.
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If my

is

participants answers

were

different

from the

participants’ voices rather than the views

study

was about them, not

way to approach human
trying to study

it

still

of the "experts."

I

gave importance to

my

had to remember that

the existing literature. This strikes

me

as a

more

this

realistic

experience, rather than trying to isolate characteristics of it, or

objectively.

and therefore seek out

literature, I

I

am trying to
which

literature,

understand what the participants experience

reflects

what

I

have observed of their

experience.

Population of the Study
This study consisted of the in-depth interviews of ten undergraduates, along with
their reflection papers, journals,

known

all

research.

those

I

and records of their classroom discussions.

of my interviewees for more than three years before embarking on
It is

was

not a

random

I

worked with each other

Therefore

it

the data.

I

is

the

first

is

also explained to

I

them

asked

all

of them to

friendly, intelligent,

the most

was

my comprehensive

that

we

had

examination.

learning and reaching agreements.

that interviewees felt secure

meeting,

I

the vehicle in the data collection

means of communicating,

was very important

themselves. In our

students.

What helped

in the pilot study for

In phenomenological research, language

Language

this

of interviewees was limited

found them dedicated community leaders:

confident, very articulate, willing and available.

process.

my choice

among Cambodian and Vietnamese

participate because

had

selection of participants but rather a convenient sample of

able to conduct interviews with, and

to student leaders

already

I

enough to express

shared the purpose of this study and possible use of

that

I

would
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try to preserve their true

words and

much

voices as

Further,

rationale.

them

help

as possible.

I

began each interview by describing

I

best

feel relaxed.

I

asked

if the

I felt

sessions,

about their experiences. Having been an active member in the

become aware of my own

I

students

set

undoubtedly influencing

this

I

and would talk honestly

CIRCLE

project, I

have

my

my interpretation of the data.

service learning.

Qualitative analysis does not

kind of generalized data, but to describe the individual experience

in a particular context that

and

confident that those

that the data I collected reflects the experiences of all

community

participated in

out to provide

them

position in this experience, and this position has fueled

do not want to claim

who

try to

interview could be tape-recorded, and told

would be comfortable with me during our

interest in the study,

purpose and

used non-verbal and verbal communication techniques to

that they could stop the interview at any time if necessary.

knew

its

may

resonate with others in terms of experiences, thoughts

feelings.

Research Design
This research project
are as follows: Phase One:

is

organized around two different activity phases. They

My participation in the community service learning class;

Phase Two: In-Depth Interviews of student
In Phase One,

three years, from

its

I

was a member

of,

second year through

form of classroom teaching.

CIRCLE; some of us

All

participants.

and participant
its final

phase.

in,

the

CIRCLE

project for

My work in CIRCLE took the

of us graduate students were community developers

entered into communities through our teaching assignments,

others through community outreach.

CIRCLE
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people

know better

than anyone else

in

what

it

means

to be connected.

dependent on being able to

By “participants
teachers because

all

The

point

is

really get into a

in the project,” I

staff members are

of course that one's effectiveness

is

community.

mean both teachers and

community developers

in

learners.

I

include the

CIRCLE; some of us

have entree into a community through a teaching assignment, some through community

By

outreach.

learners, I

mean those members of the

project

who were

part of the field-

based research team (research-based collaboration between community and academia).
I

include myself as a “participant” in this study.

Phase One
This

first

phase of the investigation involved students from three different

semesters (Spring 1997 and Fall 1998) and the teachers responsible for these courses.

The data-gathering techniques included

participant observation, journals and self-

reflection papers, class evaluations, project documents, and unstructured interviews

Participant Observation

.

According to Patton (1980) "the

first

and most

fundamental distinction that differentiates observational strategies concerns the extent
to

which the observer
Since

p. 127).

program

was an

I

is

a participant in activities of the program being studied” (1980,

have been a part of this program since spring 1996, experiencing the

as an insider

was not

difficult for

me. For

this reason, participant observation

appropriate and obvious technique for reviewing the course over the past three

semesters.

Course Evaluations
provided

me with

.

I

also

conducted mid-term and

a great amount of information. This
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final evaluations,

was important

for

which

making

comparisons between the various data obtained through the

different techniques

described in the preceding paragraphs.
Reflection Papers

.

As we know, people

can't learn only

through theory or only

through action, but the two have to go together. Action and reflection was the main

theme

in this course, therefore students

throughout

on

this

were asked

to write three reflection papers

course as an integral part of the curriculum. They were asked to reflect

different activities, refining their understandings

of bi-cultural

identity

and

community, what they learned from community outreach, and what they learned about
themselves relative to their culture, peers, and community. Eventually, they were asked
to reflect on their

own transformation.

Weekly Journals
with the teachers

who

.

Students were asked to write weekly journals and share them

provided feedback. The journal writing was about their personal

discovery and what they learned as a result of participating

learning class.

They were asked

which provided opportunities
improve

their analytical skills.

for critical analysis.

outlined

its

service

Teacher feedback helped students to

critical

class sessions,

questions for deeper analysis.

it

understanding of students’ feelings about their learning

.

community

This journal sharing was a kind of dialogue between

Although these journals were based on

Documents

a

to choose certain issues, situations, and incidents,

teacher and students where the teacher invited

Project

in

I first

gave

me

in their

a general

own

terms.

reviewed the documents on the project design that

mission, goals, objectives, curriculum structures, and evaluation methods.

also reviewed other

documents produced during the implementation of the

I

project:

evaluation reports, annual reports, student’s papers, teaching materials, research papers,
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and publications. These documents offered information about the
of the project,

institutional context

its

training strategy,

historical

and

and some of the program’s

implications for collective leadership practices.

Unstructured Interviews

.

As

a researcher,

I

had many conversations with

students inside and outside the classroom regarding the content and process of this
class.

My conversations with students were based on the guiding questions, which I

have explained

in the

beginning of this Chapter.

workshops, organized and conducted by

me more

CIRCLE

took

I

field

staff (including myself),

on

opportunities for dialogue with students

for the future.

Phase

attended a couple of weekend

I

and

their learning

its

which gave
applicability

notes whenever dialogue and discussion took place.

Two
Phase

Two

involved in-depth interviews with five students from three different

semesters. These interviews were conducted as described by Irv Seidman in his book.

Interviewing as Qualitative Research:

Social Sciences

.

He

A Guide for Researchers in Education and the

suggests three interview formats, which

my purpose of inquiry. The

first

interview

is

I

found very relevant to

a “Focused Life History.” Seidman

describes this as “put[ting] the participant’s experience in context by asking him or her

to

tell

as

much

time” (1991,

as possible about

p. 1 1).

him or herself in

According to Seidman,

range of constitutive events
development. Therefore,

focused on participant’s

in

my

life

it is

light

of the topic up to the present

very important to

know the

participants

regards to their family, work, school, and professional

primary guiding questions for the

history, for example, “Please tell
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first

me

interview

were

about your family and

your

before you joined the

life

Seidman

CIRCLE

says, is “to concentrate

on the concrete

experience in the topic area of the study
details

p

1

of their experience, upon which

The second purpose of the

project .”

.

.

.

details

we do

of the

interview,

participants’ present

not ask for opinions, but rather the

their opinions

may be

built”

(Seidman, 1991,

My second interview was also focused on the details of the participants’

1)

experiences.

The question

I

asked was, “Please describe your experience of CIRCLE’S

approach to community service learning.” The

Seidman

third interview,

says,

“...addresses the intellectual and emotional connections between the participants’

and

life”

(1991,

p. 12).

The

third interview thus builds

on the

first

work

two, providing a

context in which participants would be able to reflect on their thoughts, feelings, and
experiences in a supportive environment.

participants was:

My third Interview question to the

“What meaning has CIRCLE’S approach

to

community

service

learning had for you?”

Using the format provided by Seidman above,
times

first

in

I

met with interviewees three

one month for interviews of one-and-one-half to two hours

meeting

I

in length.

In our

shared the purpose of the study and the possible uses of the data. This

gave interviewees a chance to ask questions about the study and to offer helpful
suggestions, which they did. All interviews were tape-recorded so

take notes as they talked.

Most

I

began the interview by describing

its

I

would not have

reason and purpose.

interviews were conducted at coffee shops, but one took place in the library.

made every

effort to

conduct the interview

interviewees, as the interviewees

reluctant to talk.

However,

at

to

I

a time and place convenient to the

were busy people. At

first,

this usually dissipated quickly as
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they often seemed a

people began to

bit

reflect

on

their

work

within the communities. In general, interviewees seemed to hold genuine

affection for the youth they dealt with, and

community outreach was

of their work. After the interview was completed,
feedback they might have.
the study. However,

I

I

thanked them and explained the procedure for the

August to September, represented the
I

rest

of

concluded these interviews by remarking to interviewees that

needed more information during data

research design.

asked interviewees for any

I

might want to interview them again. This provided
I

their favorite part

The

analysis.

final

me with

I

easy access to them in case

third interviews,

conducted from

stage of data collection as articulated in the

found that Seidman’s techniques provided a context

in

which

interviewees were able to reflect on their experiences. At the same time, by using

Seidman’s approach,
interview, there

in

which the same three questions were used to guide each

was some assurance

the interviewees. Therefore

format.

They were

I

that compatible information

added three or

elicited

from

five questions in a thematic-interview

as follows:

Interview One: Focused on Life History

livelihood?

would be

How did you grow up?

grew up? What was your

Can you

parents’ attitude

tell

Can you

.

me

please

tell

me

about your

about your neighborhood where you

toward your schooling, occupation choice

and marriage?
Interview

make
your

Two:

Details of the Experience

.

What

a meaningful contribution to your community?

life

that

is

affecting your learning experience?

opportunity did

What

is

it

provide to

personally happening in

What gave you

a strong desire to be

of service to others? In what areas do you think you have improved your effectiveness
in

mentoring your community youth?
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Interview Three: Reflections on Meaning

.

What meaning has CIRCLE’S

approach to community service learning had for you?
learning class (Educ 229)

& community outreach activity affect dramatic change on

you? To what extent does
your

culture,

identity

help

this

experience help you deepen your understanding about

your family, and yourself?

changed over time?

you

How did the community service

How has your view of yourself and your

How did the context of classroom and community outreach

to foster your perspective?

Data Management and Analysis
I

managed data by keeping a journal of the

process of writing the results of the study.
questions in this journal.

when

I

entire interview process

recorded

my thoughts,

and the

comments, and

My written notes from the interviews helped me as a reference

transcribing while also serving as highlights and reminders of the content of the

tapes. After each interview I listened to the entire tape

tape onto

my

and then transcribed the

computer. Listening to each tape before transcribing

names of individuals were changed

Incidentally, the

I

first

was very

helpful.

to protect anonymity.

categorized the data into themes, which appear in interviews across the

spectrum of participants. To begin the task of finding themes,
the transcripts.

Two

copy was stored
different

it

themes

theme heading.

made

three copies of

copies of the transcripts were used in the data analysis and one

in a safe place for

in the transcripts

I

I

used

emergency

use.

I

used colored pencils to denote the

and eventually lumped them together under a given

my computer for the rest

of the process because

sense of what the themes were. Each theme’s data
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was

I

had a good

stored in a separate folder.

I

then refined

my theme

headings, ordering them, as they seemed to appear in the

majority of the interviews and combining them

if they

were

similar.

I

presented the

data as direct quotes, but without attribution of specific respondents. In most cases,

quotes are nearly verbatim, although
deleting

words such as

“like”,

I edited slightly for

“you know” and “urn.”

I

grammatical

made every

clarification,

effort,

however, to

stay as close to the original statement as possible

Summary
In this chapter,

I

restated the research questions and discussed the methodology

for studying these questions. Additionally, I defined the population required to answer

these questions. In general,

illustrating the

I

found the in-depth interviews to be useful ways of

outcomes of ethnoculturally based community service

from Phase One was especially helpful because
practices described in the

first

two

chapters.

it

brought to

life

The next chapter

findings of the study.
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learning.

Data

the theories and

will describe the

major

CHAPTER 4
THE CIRCLE BACKGROUND
CIRCLE was

established in

Refugees and Immigrants.

1994 with funding from the Massachusetts Office

was envisioned

It

as a partnership

communities and the University of Massachusetts.

Its

between newcomer

mission

was

to

empower

refugees

and immigrants using informal, democratically produced, and participatory research
helped them

make

for

that

collaborative structures and models of collective leadership in their

communities (Project Report, 1997).

Amherst

Amherst

CIRCLE

is

CIRCLE

housed within the Center for International Education

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

The

local

CIRCLE

at the

has been dedicated to

promoting grassroots, collective leadership and community development with

Cambodian, Vietnamese, and Russian-speaking communities. This program
comprised of three educational components: the learning
Reflecting Together), the helping

Development), and the giving
Development). The

second

is

first

and

will

SEED

(Students for Education

use the terms

Empowerment and

component focuses on established community

newcomer youth with

relationship. I will focus

(Community Acting and

ROAD (Researchers and Organizers assisting in

a research-based collaboration between the

third connects

CART

my

is

leaders, the

community and academia, and

UMASS undergraduate students in a mentoring

study on the giving seed (hereafter referred to as

“SEED” and

the

“SEED

“undergraduate course on community service

learning for immigrant students” interchangeably.
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)

The
alternative

SEED

program

is

an experimental

initiative that

model of community service learning

students, and youth.

It is

learning that encourages

seeks to create an

for immigrant students,

newcomer

based on an ethnocultural approach to community service

newcomer and minority

college students to explore their

own

ethnic identities, cultural values, and beliefs within the context of self, family, social

groups, and community. According to project document,
Project facilitators believe that these experiences, grounded in the
sociocultural realities of their lives, will enable the students and youth to
affirm their own identity, increase their self-esteem and ultimately help

them to become
(1998,

I

will

p.

active organizers within their respective communities.

2)

focus on the

CIRCLE program

development of collective leadership

skills

as a case study.

CIRCLE

among undergraduates

and immigrant youth on community-building projects. Students

worked with Cambodian youth

in

in

emphasizes the

work with refugee

in the

program have

an after-school group, with Latino youth

community agency, and with Vietnamese youth

in a

at

a local

church-sponsored group.

Why There Needs to be a CIRCLE
What

follows

is

an attempt to begin articulating the value and potential of service

learning as a learning strategy, using ethnocultural perspectives

on

Bronfenbrenner (1972) describes human development as evolving
ecological circles, each corresponding to the relations

environment.

One of these

on a very close
Another

is

human

in five

systems or

members of the

an extended network of close

level involves indirect relationships to other individuals
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Uri

beings have to their

the direct connectedness to other

basis, e g., to family or to

learning.

who do

society

relations.

not have blood

relations to the particular person, but influence

him or her

indirectly.

On

a general level,

these relations have indirect influences on ideas, values, and policies. Finally, time, a

diachronic level, influences the development of human beings. This connectedness of

human

beings on different levels describes a variety of influences. Through Urie’s

schema,

we

can see human beings

in their relationship to the social

and physical

environment, which influences their actions and their development over time.
fosters the process

of schema

CIRCLE

from graduate students, undergraduates,

at different levels

and minority youth as a means of reaching communities of color while exploring
avenues for social change and the establishment of leadership potential among the youth
through community outreach. In

this regard,

CIRCLE

at the University

of Massachusetts

attempts to integrate community service learning into the standard curriculum. In other

words,

CIRCLE

is

reshaping community service learning by facilitating a process where

refugee and immigrant undergraduate students

work with newcomer communities.

Students working in partnership with peers have a stronger base of affective

support than do those working in relative isolation within the classroom.
students with local youth in a relaxed environment, the

positive emotional atmosphere for learning.

sense of challenge because

that their

it

the

first

time

the semester ends, and that as their

in front

school that their

own

skills

expand, the

of them.

courses, student spend time reflecting

in their lives in

supports a

Service learning can also open up a greater

horizon of their potential contribution expands

CIRCLE

connecting

connects learning to community needs. Students realize

work does not end when

In the

CIRCLE program

By

on

identity.

For many,

it is

experience has been seen as valid

their
material for reflection. Their reflection develops a basis of meaning and energy for
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work. In order for adults to effectively

learn, they

need to be

the emphasis on personal identity provides this motivation to
others. That said,

it is

a challenge for any teacher to

internally motivated,

work

and

for themselves and

make connections between

students’ lives, the classroom curriculum, and society.

To

this end, the

course used not

only nonformula and adult education theory, but also methods that enabled participants
to critically view their identity and their society (which will be explored in the examples
in the last section

of this chapter).

Leadership Development

The Center

(CIRCLE)

for Immigrant

in Service

Learning

Refugee Community Leadership Empowerment

has designed a course for undergraduate students

developing their leadership

skills

who

are interested in

by working with cross-cultural groups and

communities. The course connects undergraduates with newcomer communities and
provides an opportunity for students to think about serving others, which can contribute

to society in

ways

that cultivate ‘indigenous’

knowledge and

cultural identity.

This course helps to create future leaders by encouraging students to reflect on

their identities

and by using community outreach

activities as a catalyst to further

explore identity. The facilitators of this course believe

know themselves

is

important for students to

prior to speaking for their family or group identities.

certain about his/her

in that

it

own

group as well as

identity,

When a

person

is

then he/she can realize group identity and his/her role

his/her motivation for being in that group.
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The History of the Service Learning Course
With so much to do
level course to train

very short period of time,

in a

community

on community development

perspectives on the realities of their

was

a feeling that

CIRCLE could

offered a graduate

After several semesters of exploratory research

leaders.

in the field,

CIRCLE

graduate students gained a variety of

work

recruit

within the communities. At this time, there

newcomer immigrant

students enrolled at the

university and students of color from different ethnic cultures, engaging

newcomer communities

whom they work.
to

as a

Initially,

way to

share their leadership

skills

them with

with the people with

independent studies were arranged for those students willing

do community outreach. This experimental independent study was a good lesson

CIRCLE

planners because

it

for

allowed them to realize that the students thought that

“community outreach” was too vague. Students suggested

that, rather

than separate

independent studies, there should be a course on community service which would
solidify a conceptual

strategies

and practical framework into which

and leadership

skills

would

fit.

By and

all

large, the

community outreach

common tone

of the justification was that doing community outreach alone was not
a

more

and

structured class

was needed

behind

sufficient

much

and

that

to provide students with space to engage in action

reflection.

However, there was no

ways the

students’ need for a course

within the

learning.

specific plan as to

would be met.

CIRCLE family decided to do
Various

skills

how, when, and

several

in

what

particular

A group of graduate students from

workshops on community

service

and knowledge-based training complementary to community

development - such as proposal writing - were imparted
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in the

workshops

writing.

The

participants in the

on to become

workshops were primarily immigrant

was

trainers or practitioners

left

to chance, as

follow-up sessions. In this phase, the issue was to

To

student control.

this end, students

and

building a

integral part

of the curriculum.

community of learners. As

"We make the

it

move beyond

in

It

future plan for

student participation to

organized a subsequent

which the voices and

was a

would go

lives

of the students

participatory and organic process of

Freire said, in a conversation with Myles Horton.

road by walking.”

The evolution of this process
and

was the

facilitators jointly

workshop, building a community of learners

became an

students; whether they

was decided

that this course

finally

took the shape of an undergraduate course

would be

listed in the

Center for International

Education catalogue as section two of Education 229 and as Education 329. Over the
past three years, these courses have been created collaboratively by

to build a bridge between

newcomers and undergraduate students

many of us

seeking

at the University

of

Massachusetts.

An Undergraduate Course

in

Service Learning

There were three undergraduate courses sponsored by

program

in the

School of Education

at the

CIRCLE

under the

SEED

University of Massachusetts: Education 229,

329, and 326. Education 229 was designed as a first-year course

in

which students

learned about issues relevant to refugees and immigrants. Education 329

was

a

more

advanced, second-semester course; while Education 329 was an independent study.

These courses prepared undergraduates for community service learning and then
integrated

them

into a mentorship

program with newcomer youth
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in

neighboring urban

areas.

These classes also enabled undergraduate mentors to develop

leadership skills (e.g., working in groups, team-work, and

by working on projects (e.g,

oral histories

their collaborative

community outreach

abilities)

and photo essays). The students kept regular

journals and wrote reflective papers as a means of processing what they were learning

from

their

mentoring experiences.

Curriculum and Pedagogy

The

central learning objectives

thematic headings

—

cultural

of the course

and ethnic

identity,

Each of these themes had

The purpose of a focus on
identifying their

own

their

own

set

taught were organized under three

dynamics of cross-cultural adaptation

(refugee and immigrant experience), and leadership

learning.

I

skills for

community

service

of objectives.

culture and ethnic identity

was

to support students in

culture and ethnic identities and to develop their ability to

introduce themselves within the context of their ethnic identity.

encourage an awareness of themselves as products of their

It

own

also sought to

cultural upbringing,

asking them to share their opinions on culture, and assisting them

in describing their

worldview. Another purpose was to foster awareness of the role teamwork has played
their experiences with

newcomer communities. People cannot

learn only through theory

or only through action, but instead must learn through a combination of the two. The

action-reflection relationship

asked to write

was a main theme

in journals every

in this course; therefore, students

week. Through written feedback

teacher helped students improve their analytical

skills.

were

in the journals, the

This journal sharing was also a

kind of dialogue between teacher and student where the teacher asked students
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in

critical

questions for deeper analysis. Although these journals were based on class
sessions,

they gave

me

expressed

in their

a general understanding of students’ feelings about their learning as

own terms. Along with the weekly journals,

three reflection papers

throughout the course also formed an integral part of the curriculum.
Activities

and exercises focused on the dynamics of cross-cultural adaptation

(refugee and immigrant experience) were intended for students to identify and discuss
their experiences

with different levels of discrimination, whether individual,

organizational, or cultural.

own

students discussed their

points into a

Stages of cross-cultural adaptation were presented as
skills in

watching, listening, and waiting for suitable entry

community development process. Because

recollections in his or her voice (Johnson, 1990),

interviews with

newcomer immigrants or

their

we

own

oral history preserves a person’s

asked

all

parents.

students to do live

This oral interview

experience helped students to remember their family histories, cultures, and interfamilial conflicts.

I

Many

do not think

I

students said this experience touched their

could handle what

my

lives.

One

reflected,

family and other immigrants and

refugees have gone through. They deserve a lot of credit as well as our

support to

make

their adaptation into a strange

world a

little bit easier.

Discussions of the stages of adaptation along with the oral history exercise helped

students explore their

own

histories

and communities as well as

their experiences as

refugees and immigrants in the cross-cultural adaptation process. This, in turn, helped
students increase awareness about culturally appropriate

crucial issues for doing outreach in the

The

ways to show respect and

trust

-

community.

leadership skills portion of the course enabled students to explore a range of

insider/outsider issues within the context of working with immigrant and refugee
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communities
identify

in the

U S.

Through community mapping techniques, they learned how

community needs, problems, and resources; and, through

to

their field visits, they

developed strategies for different degrees of interpersonal communication between
outreach workers and community members.

Pedagogical Techniques

So what was the pedagogy? What did we do
Chapter

1

,

in this class?

the teaching/leaming approach used in this course

As

I

mentioned

was based on

in

a variety of

pedagogical methods and techniques that revolved around problem solving, group work,

classroom dialogue about work

in the field social activism,

Sometimes people had

rich experiences but

reflection-action cycle

was followed

interactive education, in

people

in the

were

still

and collaborative

learning.

not learning, so the action-

to establish balance.

We also did a fair amount of

which the students learned through

community. The reflection phase of this

direct interaction with

activity

was completed

either

through more structured discussion or journal writing. Students were responsible for
designing their projects and finding entry points into the community. They arranged
different social activities such as pot lucks,

to provide opportunities to get to

community mapping, and games and

know one

another, share a

common

fiestas

experience, and

break the ice with the community.

Community Mapping
I

encouraged students to use symbols to draw a social map of their

community, asking them what they saw happening there
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own

physically, socially,

and

culturally.

I

asked them to think about what they needed to

the community.

I

also had

to which they did not yet

social

map

that identified

say,

know

the answers.

The

community gathering

Students were very engaged

“Wow,

I

did not realize

picture of my realities,

comments

effectively in

them draw what they already knew and write down questions
result

places,

was

a kind of geographical and

what and where

problems existed, what the different neighborhoods looked
located.

know to work

like,

and where power was

when drawing their maps;

how much I know

my family realities,

and

about

different

I

overheard one student

my community

now.

my community realities.”

I

It is

a vivid

used such

to foster discussions that could deepen or help students reconsider their views.

Fotonovela

A fotonovela is a sequence of photographs with written dialogue that tells a story.
I

followed very simple steps.

community or
around that

in their family that

issue.

story and then

First,

students were asked to pick an issue in their

was

crucial at that particular

They were given a camera

wishes.

I

to take pictures that

were asked to put those pictures

focused on intergenerational conflict and
also tried to

how

moment and

in

would

parents submitted to their children’s

draw connections between the problems,

among

the class

illustrate the

sequence. Students chose issues that

issues,

students witnessed in their daily lives at home. This activity addressed

facilitated discussion

build a story

members
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affected

by the

stories.

and

conflicts that

many topics and

Multicultural Tree

I

drew a

multicultural tree” to provide a visual representation of the
perspectives

When I

(or “fruits”) of different cultures.

many

multicultural tree,

and

how they dealt

asked students what

fruits

they get from the

students gave examples of how they were discriminated against

with these experiences. Other topics they talked about included their

interaction with other cultures and their social position in the U.S.

One non-immigrant

student said that participating in this activity forced her to reflect on

she has had with the

many

how little interaction

different people that beautify this world.

Role Playing Intergenerational Conflict

Drama empowers people
in

an entertaining

way

to articulate their feelings about important social issues

without unduly stepping on anybody's toes.

It

can create an

awareness of one’s situation as well as the energy necessary to deal with
this class,

we

performed pieces about intergenerational

to play different roles

- such

as

conflict.

its

problems. In

We asked the students

Grandmother, Mother, Father, Son and Daughter.

Through discussion (which followed every performance), people talked about

their

problems with other family members and explored the actions necessary to reach a
solution.

The experience of acting helped them

coming from and how
those

who were

identity

was not

either

their perspectives

were

bom in or came to

as clear for

them as

it

to understand

different

the U.S.

was

from those of their parents. For

when they were young,

for their parents.

were Vietnamese or Cambodian because they were
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more where they were

bom and

the question of

Their parents claimed they

raised in either

Vietnam or

Cambodia. Parents related to Vietnamese or Cambodian culture more than to American
culture.

But

their children,

who were

raised in suburban environments and

went to

school with predominantly white American children, were developing a unique identity
quite different from their parents.

Film and documentary
In one of the class sessions

community

dealt with immigrants

was predominantly white
resettled in search

and

now the town

I

showed students a documentary on how

a

and refugees. The documentary dealt with a town that

until a large

number of a

particular

group of Asian refugees

of opportunities. This immigration process started about ten years ago
has about the same number of Asians as whites. People in the

mainstream had an image of Asians on welfare, not willing or wanting to get off the
system, and bringing

new

crime to the area. Another heated topic

school system, where mainstream parents

felt

non- Asian children's everyday education.

Some of the

children out of local schools and enrolling

them

in the

that the Asian children

would hinder the

parents were pulling their

in others.

This documentary enabled

students to discuss their different views about racism and discrimination.

felt this class

had helped them to learn

critical

video was the

aspects of community

Many

work

that

students

would

allow them to promote cultural unity and strengthen the identity of (Asian) immigrant

and refugee communities

in their struggle for justice.

In the spring of 1997, one of the

students wrote the following in her class journal (Spring 1997):

I

think that this

EDUC 229 class is very unique and everyone seemed

extremely comfortable with each other, especially since both of our
teachers pull teeth every class to get us to speak out and ask questions and
answers. This aided in

my thinking

and understanding of how
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my beliefs,

my family, my

I

my community was different
community of my classmates.

culture,

families, culture

and

and

think the above activities helped students

become aware of their

opened them to new ideas and techniques, made them
opinions, and to be tolerant of each others' views.

problem

solving, see the practical benefit

new

responsibility or leadership, develop

own

abilities

and similar to the

It

feel free to

also helped

ethnic identity,

develop and express

them

learn systematic

of learning, better understand collective
aspirations and gain a greater respect for their

and the worth of others.

Immigrant and Refugee Students (Brief Portraits of the Students)
In this section

I

would

in this study so that readers

participants.

like to present

can compare their

the

interviewed

initial

own

experiences with those of the

This background information about each participant was drawn from the

data in the interviews and from

I

background information on the ten students

1

my

interpersonal relationship with each student.

0 students from different stages of the

CIRCLE

project, five

from

phase from 1995-1996, three from the middle phase of 1997-1998, and two

from the wrap up phase of 1999-2000.

Among the ten

interviewees, five

Vietnamese (two men and three women), four were Cambodian (three

were

women

and one

man), and one was Laotian (a woman). The families of these ten interviewees were

who came to the U.S.

among

those

age

of these students were raised

all

as refugees to start a

in

new

life,

so from a very early

North America. They grew up

in

East Asian

households and maintained their parents cultural heritage, but they were also hip North

American youth

in

terms of their language, mannerisms and dress. They represent a new
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of U

bi-cultural generation that contributes to the enrichment

S.

society through service

to others.

Vv

(1999-2000)

Vy

is

a

Cambodian American. He

CIRCLE

undergraduate course offered by
respectful,

and interested student.

first

came

at the

He wanted

our

in

class, his interest in

many of whom had

mostly Anglo student and professional body.
in the

University of Massachusetts as a quiet,

to be able to learn about multicultural

groups and work with them. After participating
service extended towards his peers,

to the International Education

Vy took

community

a difficult time adapting to a

it

upon himself to become

active

ASA (Asian American Association), where he became a mentor and model at the

UALRC

(United Asia Learning Resource Center) in

with the youth mentoring portion of the

CIRCLE

much

the

same way he had done

course of which he was a

part.

of 2000, he graduated from the School of Management and had several job offers

management

In

May

in

mid-

positions even before graduation.

Ouan (1997-1998)
Quan, a sophomore,

first

came

to the undergraduate course offered by

also as a quiet, respectful, and interested student.

project he

to

was very engaged

in

Over the two and

CIRCLE

half years of the

a multi-ethnic classroom environment and then went on

work with Vietnamese youth

in the

community.

He joined

personal eagerness, drive,

and the capacity to work with others with a subdued personality that attracted people to
him. In time, those

who had

the pleasure to meet
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him

at

CIRCLE were

to find that he

was not only an

become

excellent student in our class, but in

all

He

other classes as well.

active with Vietnamese youth in a church sponsored group and coordinated

several youth conferences in

Western Massachusetts.

Chanti 0999-2000)
Chanti had

She was an

come

to

North America from Cambodia. She graduated with BDIC.

introvert (or at least that is the

way

I

knew

seemingly uninterested in classroom discussions and

her),

always quiet, reclusive and

activities.

Even her

out-of-class,

youth mentoring co-workers complained of her lack of interest and participation for a
significant portion

our

class,

of the semester. At one

point, she

but then something clicked; the materials

work, and the perseverance

in

One month

discussed, the emphasis

may have

in

her world, as

I

understood

group of children and youth

in the

it,

all

was her profound connection

Cambodian community she was

difference in the world in nurturing and improving her self-worth.

was much more

on group

before the end of the semester, she

mentoring. Establishing a link between herself and her mentees seemed to

she

for disaster in

different person.

The major change
to a relatively small

we

providing a space for her to flower

contributed to her transformation.

seemed a completely

seemed to be headed

active and outspoken in the classroom, and

By

was

make

all

the

semester’s end,

the catalyzing force

behind the successful completion of the Cambodian youth group’s project. However, her

real

growth came

return from

after her service experience,

Cambodia she was

inspired to

when

do well

she went to Cambodia. After her

in school, persisting in the successful

attainment of her goals. In addition, the unassuming young
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girl that

came

to

CIRCLE

blossomed
in the

into a

Cambodian

community

service powerhouse,

becoming one of the main organizers

New Year Celebration of 2000 —

hundred people. At present, she

is

a festivity that attracted several

a community development specialist in Vermont.

Coungh (1995-1996)
Coungh was
worked

a Health Education major at the University of Massachusetts and

extensively in her

own Cambodian community. She worked

youth support group aimed
addition, she

at

with a Cambodian

community empowerment, awareness, and

was a member of the Student Advisory Council and

leadership. In

participated in

many

world theater workshops. In her community, Coungh taught Khmer and volunteered her
time as an organizer and translator. Her excellent interpersonal, management, and
intercultural skills,

made

her an excellent model for her peers. She constantly reflected

on her learning and the work she was doing
community. At present, she

is

Community Center and hopes

the

in order to better support her peers

community health educator

to one day to

become

at the

and her

Amherst

a registered nurse.

Phuong (1995-1996)
Phuong, an economics and

political science

major

at

Mount Holyoke

had directed much of her energy and vision toward activism
especially Asian communities and her

CIRCLE,

in

College,

communities of color,

own Vietnamese American community. At

she helped to develop course curricula, organized community forums in health

and economic development, attended conferences, took part
and community

activities,

and was instrumental
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in a

in creating the

wide range of campus

“Giving

SEED

program.

Phuong was a very

skilled

and mature young woman. She always

perspectives of youth and to

work developmentally with

AFL-CIO

issues.

with the

in

Toronto on labor

all

tried to

of them.

understand the

Phuong worked

Doanh - 0995-1996)
Doanh was bom

in

Gia Dingh, Vietnam, and arrived

in the

United States five

A German and Pre-med major, this versatile student at the

years later in 1975.

University of Massachusetts had a rigorous academic load. Through

involved in the Vietnamese Group and the Vietnamese

ESL

she

was

Program, was a member of

the Student Advisory Council, and helped organize an Amerasian

Doahn was

CIRCLE,

community forum.

the recipient of several awards for scholarship.

Thanh (1995-1996)
Thanh was

bom in the

States and

grew-up

of pre-1975 Vietnamese immigrants. She
University of Massachusetts

who

is

in

a suburb of Boston as the daughter

a Vietnamese American student

project, a festival, a project focused

students.

The

the

has been an ardent activist in local Asian American

and Vietnamese communities. Through CIRCLE, she has worked on an

American college

at

ESL

on Amerasian women, and has organized

recipient

volunteer

local Asian

of awards for scholarship, leadership, and

a key role in founding the Asian American Studies coalition,

human

rights,

among

other accomplishments, and has published stories in several literary magazines.

Thanh played

Thanh has received a

Fulbright scholarship and
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is

interested in doing research

on her

family heritage. At present, she

is

writing a collection of short stories in fiction based on

her experiences growing up in Boston in a large Vietnamese family.

Thuv (1995-1996)
Thuy was bom
Her Hmong roots

in

Laos but grew-up

in

Wisconsin as the

fifth child

are strong and hold a lot of authority over her.

out of nine.

She combined her

community work with Asian and Asian American communities with her academic work
at

Mount Holyoke

was

a

College. She participated in a world theater project through

member of the Student Advisory

initiatives

Council, and

promoting awareness of minority

support for minority students. Thuy

is

issues,

was involved

in

numerous campus

combating racism, and providing

the director of

SEARCH (South East Asian

Refugee Coalition to Help), a community-based and mentorship program
Southeast Asian high school

women. Thuy completed

girls

CIRCLE,

linking

from Western Massachusetts with American college

her master’s degree in Public Policy and at present she

pursuing another master’s degree

in

is

Law.

Luc (1997-1998)
Luc was a Psychology major

at the

University of Massachusetts.

She

first

came

to the Center for International Education in the spring of 1998 as a strong and

independent

woman with

definite feminist values.

Luc has

a deep understanding of how

she achieved her bicultural identity and

how her

World Theater impacted

She currently works

that identity.

college experience in

schools, helping seniors with the financial aid process.
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at

CIRCLE

and

Boston public high

She loves her job, and the

New

population she works with

World

is

very diverse. She has worked with

CIRCLE

She has been offered a Guidance Counselor position

Theater.

at

and

New

Northeastern

University.

Tuan 0997-19981

Tuan was bom

in Saigon,

Vietnam.

He

and

his

four times, finally succeeding on the fourth attempt.

he was eight years
settling there in a

His dad had some relatives

old.

mother

When
in

tried to escape

Vietnam

he came to the United States

Connecticut so they ended up

predominantly white, middle-class community. His parents wanted

He came

him to be a doctor but he chose filmmaking and photography

instead.

UMass because

UMass, he was very much

involved in a

who

told

he got a good financial aid package. Once

TV station (UVC19)

as

its

treasurer,

in

CIRCLE member

Vietnam twice to leam

the country and to get a better understanding of how people there live and

Tuan was very involved and engaged

CIRCLE

and there he met the

him about the program. Since CIRCLE, he has been

more about
survive.

at

to

projects, he participated in

SAC

in the

SEED

program.

Among

other

(Student Advisory Council), Visual Portrayal,

and the Youth Conference.

Although each participant
their lives they share in

cultural identity

and

commitment to

their

summary and

is

a unique individual, there are

common. Common themes seemed

many

to center around their

identity transformation, their leadership skills,

communities. The

common themes

things about

in this

and their

common

chapter under the

and
findings sections are entitled the following: Bi-cultural Identity
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Transformation, Leadership

Skills,

Community Outreach

as a Learning Experience, and

Meaningful Contributions to their Communities.

Summary of Findings
In this section,

some

I will

state

data, develop an analysis,

conclusive analysis

my research

questions one

more

and draw conclusions. The data

came predominantly from

time.

sets

Then,

used for

I will

use

this

the transcripts of the individual in-depth

interviews and class journals. Recapping the research questions:

•

How does perspective transformation occur in ethnoculturally based
community

•

service learning?

What meaning

did students

make of their

participation in the

CIRCLE

Project?

•

How has their experience with community service helped their cultural
identities

and sense of self?

This qualitative research

is

a descriptive case study of ten participants

believe their experiences in ethnoculturally based

community

who

service have significantly

affected their identity and leadership skills as well as the quality of their contributions to

their communities.

The study

Transformation, Leadership

describes three major themes: Bi-cultural Identity and

Skills,

Community Outreach

the effectiveness of their contributions. Overall,

interviews that their perspective

The

students

felt

on

identity

80%

its

as a Learning Experience and

of students expressed

in the

and personal development had been changed.

valued, and feeling valued contributed to a sense of self-esteem and

personal development, creating a ground from which they were able to grow. Students
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perspectives on leadership were also transformed as a result of their community
service
learning experience.

Seventy per cent expressed that they

their leadership abilities,

and that

developing the capacity to
the

ways they engaged

this sense

critically

felt

increased confidence in

of increased confidence supported them

in

question previously held worldviews and in altering

in their social worlds.

Almost

that through their

all felt

work

in

the communities they were able to realize the value of community service and hence to

become

empowered and

personally

socially useful.

Bi-Cultural Identity

In general,

all

of the participants conveyed

been changed. One of the strongest

community

effects

that their perspective

of participating

on

identity

in ethnoculturally

had

based

service learning appeared to be a change in their identities, personalities, and

career goals.

Quan, for example,

of his culture and

is

is

proud of his ethnic

as the cultural traditions and beliefs he

that his culture

is

difference.

thinks the richness of Vietnamese culture

we must

He

was exposed

slowly disappearing and believes

strongly believes that

He

proud to be a Vietnamese American.

is

to.

it

feels

honor

has a strong sense

in his family as well

At the same time, he

worried

is

should be preserved. However, he

often invisible to Vietnamese youth.

Quan

give community youth a good, solid, cultural identity

order for them to be successful

in

both worlds, the Vietnamese and the American.

this end,

he produced an identity development book with the help of several youth.

Being

CIRCLE

in

helped him develop an understanding of who he

makes him unique. As he put

it

during an interview:
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is

and what

it

is

in

To

that

am

My mother taught me to be strong and
independent and to push my self as far and as hard I could. We are
trapped between two worlds. I started to question my Vietnamese
I

and

legal study major.

my

identity

culture and being able to have affection for the lives of

Vietnamese youth
culture

is

is what pushes me. It seems that our (Vietnamese)
slowly disappearing. Without the culture there is no identity.

we developed an identity book in Vietnamese language so
parents (many Vietnamese parent are not fluent in English) can also read
them.
came up (collective writing) with that book to help to our youth
Therefore

We

and parents to see

who

how they can grow from it. Basically,
you know what identity is, right? You are where you come from. Your
roots, that's what it is. My work with Vietnamese youth was an
they are and

opportunity to get rooted with

Coungh
speaks the

also

grew up

Khmer language

she began to

my community.

identifying very strongly with her

home and

Cambodian

is

a devout Buddhist.

As

grow more curious about her

bi-cultural identity.

For

at

social contexts are very important to the process

she got into

her,

She

roots.

CIRCLE,

communities and

of identity development. She expressed

her thought succinctly:

My ethnicity has always been a point of pride for me.
clear understanding that

I

I

grew up with

did not have roots in the United States.

heritage has had a deep impact

a

My

my desire to work with
CIRCLE made me want to know

on me. They

reflect

Cambodian community. Coming into
more about my bi-cultural identity. A lot of good questions at the time
were being asked but I could not answer them at that time. Now, it’s about
choosing the definition that best construct who I am. I am a Cambodian
American.

Vy came to North America when

He has

a broad sense of the defining characteristics of his

about his

identity.

why they

are important for him.

as people.

He

Well,

I

he was twelve years old and was rather sure

He

has gained greater clarity on

life

and

who Cambodians

stated:

know how to

place myself as an identity because

I

have accepted

myself as Cambodian and as an American. Because I was born in
Cambodia and I grew up and lived most of my life in the United States.
guess I consider myself to be Cambodian more than an American due to
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I

are

Vy

s

my family

influence.

I

have a

of pride

my own

lot

commentary shows

parent

who

in

was

that the

raised in a traditional

way and

I

was taught

to

race.

home

is

A

another place where changes take place.

continues cultural traditions at

home even

after

moving to the United

States

provides children with a strong sense their heritage, helping them to both
maintain their
bi-cultural identity

and to become a part of American

Bi-cultural identity develops as a result

within and across multiple contexts

(e.g.,

Coungh, Quan, and Vy’s remarks show

culture.

of cultural socialization experienced

home, school, community and

that bi-cultural identity

is

society).

as an aggregate

of

ethnic pride, ethnic belonging, identity achievement, and culture-specific behaviors.

come

Bicultural people

relationship

to value their identity as something constructed out of the

between personal experience and the

social

meanings of ethnicity. For

example, although Chanti

is

conflicts with her parents

and wished she was not Cambodian, mainly because her

parents would not

wanted her

let

a well-mannered

girl,

her go spend the night with

to identify herself as

tried to find a place that

there were times

some of her

Cambodian throughout her

accommodated

home and

effective

I

the

new home,

communication to help

was a home

girl.

I

friends.

entire

life.

Chanti’s parents

However, Chanti

their children.

Chanti commented on this process:

guess one can say that

my

parents were very
girl.

was a whole

different person.

At school,

sneaked out the night and went out to
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strict

My
at

was an American and

my friends were
against my parents. I
go clubbing with my friends.

was diminutive.
American. There was a time when I rebelled

the percentage of minorities

I

All

I

the

between

providing cultural structures based on support and

people because they were trying to raise a well-mannered

I

home and

striking disparities

behavior was polite and formal within the Cambodian society but
school

she had

the values of both the old world at

American world beyond her door. Parents can negotiate the
the old

when

knew

the consequence of lying to

experimenting to pass.
that

was

them but

came home

I

I

didn’t

want

the next morning.

my

chance of

My mom realized

She stayed up all night waiting for me. When I got
in deep trouble. She asked me why I didn’t tell her
where I
was going. With frustration and anger in my voice, I snapped at her, “I am
I

missing.

home I was

trapped in this cage, don’t you understand that

we

are living in America

now. Those old rules and culture has been forgotten. I wish
American so that I have freedom!” My mom’s face was beet

I

could be an

I have
never seen her this angry. She slapped me across the face and took me to
a mirror and said, “look at your reflection... Take a long look at your

red.

know that you will never be one of them no matter how hard
The Cambodian blood will always remain in you. No matter how
much you try to wash it away it will always run in your blood. You can’t
change who you are! At that moment I realized that I betrayed my family,

features and

you

try.

most of all myself. How could I try so hard to be someone I
am not? I don’t regret that I went out but I feel that for the times I was
growing up I was not myself. What happened to the Asian pride in me?

culture and

Maybe

I

am

not considered an American nor Cambodian.

Cambodian American.
It is

I

I

am

a

have both Cambodians and American values.

interesting to see that the traditional authority

model places power

in the

hands of older family members, while American popular culture teaches the youth
otherwise: such divergence leads to trouble. In Chianti’s case, the dialogue between her

and her mother helped her to understand her
Luc’s case

is

cultural identity.

a very interesting contrast. Luc’s parents

came

to

Cambodia from

China, but they never identified themselves as Cambodian. Her parents had to

down and
in her

literally say,

“You

are not Cambodian.”

Luc was exposed

home, which for her meant eating Chinese food,

watching TV, and these practices

set her apart

first

result; in fact,

her

to Chinese culture

Chinese music, and

from other Cambodian

not feel connected to any Asian communities as a

connection to any culture. In her

listening to

sit

she

friends.

felt

She did

as if she had no

year at the University of Massachusetts, she was

involved with the campus Cambodian organization and spent most of her time with

Cambodians, to

whom

she

felt

much more

culturally connected.
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Through her experiences

in

CIRCLE,

her perception of herself and others has

been changed. Community service experiences have helped her to deepen her frame of
reference and to learn critical aspects of community work, both of which allowed her to

promote

cultural unity

communities. She

felt

and strengthen the identity of (Asian) immigrant and refugee
valued, and feeling valued contributed to a sense of self-esteem

and empowerment. Her interview reflected

this:

was really isolated from the Cambodian community, as well as any real
community because my parents were pretty protective; they didn’t like

I

really associate

with the Cambodian community. They had a lot of
it, they felt that, I mean because we have some Chinese

prejudice against

my Mom would

always kind of reminds me I was Chinese
Cambodian. And she would say that the Cambodian
people were lazy, and really didn’t know how to help themselves. And
they were kind of a bad influence and so I never really saw them, talked
with any other Cambodian people and things like that.

blood

in us,

and not

really all

When I came to UMass,
started

making some

knew

had to find

then

I

think a lot started to happen.

I

Cambodian community because when I
got into college, that’s what I got involved in mostly, was the Cambodian
association and I never really hung out with a bunch of Cambodians
before. So, I think I was already searching for a place where I could help
Cambodian kids and then I fell upon this so I was really excited. I always
in

I

terms

of,

do

I

friends in the

my own

parents will disapprove.
in

and

youth,

in myself.
I

guess

community.

It

I

happiness and

it

it’s

something

need to do things for myself and the
I

fact

I

I

see a difference in the things that

After getting involved in

struggle with

know my
I

started to have a sense of belonging with the
also felt

good because

I

anymore CIRCLE gave me

my

we

Cambodian

were

dealt with.

I

also refugees

I

started

didn’t feel so alone

bi-cultural identity.

Children of refugees and immigrants seek to learn more about their

and those of others, and to create linkages between them. One of the ways
accomplished was by promoting the formation of groups

work with

the

guess in talking to the Cambodian

kids and working with the other mentors that
to see a lot of similar issues that

get involved

CIRCLE, and working with

in the

classrooms

own
this

culture

was

who would

the students in their communities. Inter-group dialogues were arranged on a

periodic basis with the aim of promoting

harmony and understanding between the
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various groups so that they might help each other out. Thanh’s identity
part with the help of her classmates

bicultural identities.

who

was

openly shared the aspects of their

created in

own

This sharing helped her be comfortable with her bi-cultural identity

and to develop a vocabulary for her experience. Thanh possesses an exceptional
to reflect

upon and

articulate her experiences as a

knowledge has empowered her to
complete

identity.

Vietnamese American. Her

ability

self-

integrate her internal and external selves into a

The following excerpts provide examples of how she reached

more
a bi-

cultural identity:

Being multilingual and bi-cultural, I am constantly posed with the
dilemma of sorting out what parts of me are Vietnamese, American- bom,
or Vietnamese American. There are not many places in University to
explore issues of identity and multiculturalism. Going to a university
where the population of students of color is very small, I was constantly
seeing myself as “other,” and different from anyone else. When I took my

CIRCLE

were being
put up before me to allow me to see things I had never seen before. I met
other Vietnamese, as well as other immigrants and refugees who had

first

course

in the spring

similar experiences to mine.

myself,

I

of 1995,

1 felt

as if a mirror

have learned invaluable things about

my family, my communities,

and what

it

means

to be Vietnamese-

American.

The

bi-cultural identity described

by Tuan

is

interesting.

According to Arches,

Darlington-Hope, Gerson, Gibson, Habana-Hafner, and Kiang,

respond with ambivalence and
questions regarding the deconstruction and reconstruction of their

Refugee and immigrant students
critical

typically

identity during the cross-cultural adaptation process.

faced with the dilemma of sorting out

Growing up
dominant

culture.

in a

result

of his

trips to

his

they are. (1997,

are constantly
p.

38)

white community, Tuan quickly became accustomed to the

When

community made up

who

They

he came to

UMass

Amherst, the

visibility

of the Asian

mind to hang out as a group with other Asian

Vietnam, he realized that he
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is

in the

students.

middle of two worlds:

As

a

I

was grown up

in a

white community.

I know when I came to UMass I
many Asians people and it was
very attracting to me so I wanted to be more and more involved
and keep
on going. Part of it was experiencing more Asian people and being
around

note that

first

time

I

was exposed

to so

that environment.

I think I had a expectation but I think I am
very
Vietnamese and I want to go back to my roots and go back to Vietnam and
living. But now I am rethinking about it and the more
I learned about it I

feel like

I

am

not so Vietnamese and

I

am

going back to the middle. In

was dating all white girls and then in college I started dating
Asian women. And then going back to Vietnam and finding that I am in
high school

I

I think I am slowly going back to the middle about
about Asian verses American.

the middle.

how

I feel

Doanh’s experiences, on the other hand, widely conformed to her notion of bicultural identity as represented in this study.

community
she

was

service

was a

first

Taking the

CIRCLE

course to learn

step in overcoming the “disorienting dilemma” in which

locked. Reflective activities and class discussions appeared to be critical in

making her aware of the changes she had experienced. Respondents frequently voiced
great surprise and pleasure at the

immense changes

in

her perspective.

As

she stated

am

and

during an interview:

CIRCLE

has been

filled

with personal discoveries about

who

I

what I am. It perhaps would be a great understatement if I simply state
that by taking the CIRCLE seminar my life has changed. Despite my
twenty years of living in America, I have never felt completely ease
around Americans. Normal questions concerning one's birth and life
experience were things that I felt uncomfortable discussing with other
Americans simply because I felt they wouldn't understand the depth of my
experience nor my pain. My life story of losing my entire family and
coming to another country always blew away other Americans. This was
not the case at

all

in the seminar.

In this group I

was an

exception.

I

was

simply with an exceptional group. Rather than feeling alienated and
isolated

by

my life

experiences,

first

time

I

was

able to contribute to

conversation that focused on experiences like mine. The fact that

I felt

so

me resolve some of my identity problems of being half
Vietnamese and half African-American. No one questioned the extent of
my “Vietnamese-ness”. One of the things that I experienced in the
CIRCLE seminar was being accepted and comfortable with a group of

accepted helped

immigrants.
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This statement echoes social identity theorists Stephan and
Stephan (2000), that
minorities

bound by

common

race, nationality, religion, culture,

history,

and

common

experience serve to strengthen in-group solidarity and to enhance
consciousness of their
minority membership.

Doanh’s

who

I

believe that this experience fostered the development of

identity in general, ultimately granting this student a greater
certainty about

she was.

Thuy

identifies herself as

Hmong American.

She was much more conscious of

her heritage after taking a trip to Thailand to see a Laotian refugee
relatives.

After developing a relationship with family

about her family’s immigration history, she became

members

in

much more

the

CIRCLE

were

seminar, she discovered

how her

As

her

Laos and learning

interested in her culture.

At UMass, she developed an attachment to refugee and immigrant
believes in the multiplicity of her various social identities.

camp and

students.

She

a result of participating in

distorted perspectives about her identity

cultivated by a racially structured society:

Living in this Multicultural, politically correct society, people often ask

me what

I

prefer to be called.

I

am assuming they

expect a simple answer

I can only offer, “Well I’m from Wisconsin but I was bom in Laos.
I’m not Laotian, though, I’m Hmong.” It is obvious from my answer there

but

is

no

clear

-

cut definition

easier if I could say,

I

who I am,

or

but none of these paint a picture of who
life I

fairly

was

how

I

define myself.

‘m Asian- American”, or
I

really

“ I

am

It

would be

a Wisconsinite”,

am. At one point of my

my two cultures by separating them. It was
model my behavior on my white counterparts at

able to balance

easy for

me to

school and by the time

I

was

in high school, this pattern

was so

well

my American friends nor my parents were able to
my place in other’s existence. During the time of confusion
and isolation, CIRCLE became my support system. It was a warm and
welcoming atmosphere that provided a comfortable space for me to gather
with a other Asian Americans and discuss my issues. I have experienced
life as a Hmong woman in America but now it is necessary for me to
explore myself as a Hmong woman in my homeland.
established that neither

comprehend
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The CIRCLE seminar was a means through which Phuong
She learned

identity.

As

how the world around

her worked and

how

also explored her

she

fit

revealed here, her experiences within her Vietnamese community
had

into that world.

initially

framed

her notion of herself:
in the U S. as a South East Asian refugee, my life has
always
been dictated and defined by outside forces. Because of the need to
assimilate and acculturate into the Western society as a mean of survival,
I
have lost a large part of my Vietnamese culture, language, and identity.

Growing up

Due

to these uncontrollable circumstances,

I was isolated from my own
was always trapped between two worlds, never allowed to
be Vietnamese nor American. It was not until I attended college I began

communities.

I

my identity and my parents' experiences as refugees. My
CIRCLE has helped me better understand and link the
triumphs and traumas of my past, the realities of present, and the vision
for the future to my own communities. CIRCLE has created a safe
environment for me to share my experiences and to support others South

to question

involvement with

East Asian undergraduate students with similar backgrounds.

Leadership Development

Being a leader requires the establishment of trust, determination, and genuine
interest

amongst a group. Trust building has been centered around the concept of

mentorship, and mentorship

is

coaching others to emulate desired outcomes so that

eventually the recipient internalizes them. Within the

CIRCLE

mentoring relationship begins with the faculty and moves

who

in turn

model, a “cascading”

down

to graduate students,

mentor the undergraduate students who then mentor newcomer youth.

Increased awareness of higher education

is

one of the outcomes of this mentoring

system.

The model of leadership

cultivated

by

CIRCLE

based on repeated action and reflection on community
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is

a problem-solving

issues.

method

This leadership model

believes that learning occurs through a shared vision of community.
Ultimately, this

Service Learning course has been effective at helping students to
develop their
leadership

Thanh’s response indicates to

skills.

community

service

me that

motivated to do

is

by her strong values of helping, nurturing, and doing good deeds.

These values had been reinforced by her work with
relationships with the community.

CIRCLE

she

As

CIRCLE

and more generally

in her

she said,

my whole life by giving me the opportunity to get
my own community in a way that was really meaningful and
educational to me as an individual. Most importantly, I found that I had
role in my community. I felt very strongly about; strong enough to call
my action — to be a effective leader.
changed

involved in

Her experiences with community

a

showed Thanh how community

service-learning

involvement could both support her learning and provide a means of leadership

development. Thanh perceived leadership

understood

it

in

more transformational

terms, and

to involve respect, need for commitment, and personal strength.

Vy’s experiences working with Cambodian youth helped him to learn the
necessary techniques and

taught

of his

Vy how to

life.

By

As he

to be an effective leader.

and achieve goals as well as

set

put

skills

The

how to

leadership experience

apply

new

skills

to any aspect

it:

helping them

(Khmer student Club youth)

I

was

able to help myself in

how to deal with the situation and make good decisions. It has
me in a lot of ways that I can’t imagine. For the first time I was

learning

helped

put in control and into a real social environment where quick thinking and
decision making is important. By being involved in this project, my
teammate and me were able to learn problem solving skills and new tasks
that we never thought we would be doing. Even though we had many
complications in this community, we were able to work with what we

have and take

it

a step further to

make

well as our potential as a future leader.
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it

a positive experience for us, as

Working with the youth
strengthening the leadership

his

did appear to have a

among

skills

number of positive impacts on

the undergraduates.

Vy

group have acquired more self-confidence when dealing with
Chanti spoke of how the development of her leadership

group with just a

little

of her

help.

felt

project

was Visual

families, their culture
this project.

With

This project drew

in this excerpt

Portrayal.

difficult situations.

skills

impacted the youth

about their shared culture by

from her interview:

What we

did

help,

was had photographs of

We worked together on

youth were able to accomplish major task.
attention and at the same time youth were

many peoples

very proud of their heritage and culture.

helped

lot

and put them on posters.

little

and

good about what they had done. She

enjoyed the friendship of the youths, and learned a

Our

how he

She found the experience to be educational and

rewarding, noting that the Cambodian youth

working together, as can be seen

also noted

me to grow

It

was a wonderful

experience,

and be effective leader.

The Cambodian youth

did the “Visual Portrayal” described above by submitting

a formal grant proposal for funding and completing the project at the end of the semester.

This experience was helpful to both the undergraduate students (their leaders) as well as
the youth, for they

saw where and how to obtain grant money,

carry out a proposal to

its

how to

as well as

plan and

completion. They were responsible for organizing everything,

program and the

The

from the place and the

logistics to the

critical factor reflected

by Chanti was that she did not take complete responsibility for

list

of its

participants.

the project (activity) of the group, but instead shared that responsibility with youth.

Furthermore, this experience helped Chanti to determine what she did and didn’t

like

about her leadership role working with the group.

Quan saw
members,

that a leader should be able to develop a rapport with

eliciting their input in

order to establish
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community

common goals. He was very

clear

that the concept

of leadership must be based on the assumption that people

community know

their situation better than

have both the motivation and the
step that enables

skills

community leaders

to

any outside experts. The leader needs to

to solve

community problems. This

is

the

become agents of their own development

of passive individuals. Quan was able to

You know

in the

articulate these aspects

first

instead

of leadership:

who has vision, who can guide, encourages the group
common goal. It is tough to tell the group what to do and
like, “Why are you telling us what to do?" If there were any

a leader

to accomplish a

they will say,
issue

we

should look at problem in-group and ask yourself "why this

issues?” “

Why it

taken? This

is

is

a issue for us?"

What

is

an

appropriate action needs to be

a value of collaboration and cooperation.

You know,

this is

the key.

Quan seems

to use group discussion and problem-solving activities to maximize

youth participation.

It

seems clear from Luc’s responses that she was meeting many of her needs

her service learning experiences. She

was

in

challenged, active, having influence,

appreciated and acknowledged, and accepted, supported, and connected through

friendship.

skills

The CIRCLE experience gave her an opportunity

to identify the leadership

she either possessed or lacked:

CIRCLE opened doors
in
high
school and junior
When
I
was
for me, it showed me potential.
high, I would walk around the halls with my head down and I never
realized any of my potential. And now from where I started in college to

CIRCLE was

definitely the catapult to everything.

now, what I have accomplished, I look back and think of the shy girl that
walked around with her head down in the hall did this? I’ve written a
play, I’ve gone and preformed, I’ve been in performances, I’ve wrote
poetry, and read my poetry out loud, I draw and share my art. And, people
tell me that it’s good. I had these people telling me I could do great stuff.
It pushed me to want to do it and exposed me to new things. So, when I
did do it, I got praised for it, and it made me want to do it that much more
But, I still sometimes have my doubts and think I can’t do anything. But I
push and

now I’m

women’s group in Boston, which I was
and I was like, no I can’t do it but, now I have

starting a

talking about last year,
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me

people calling

and saying that they are interested and I have been
grants I can write for this women’s group. This is the first time
I’m really organizing on my own, but I feel confidant and like I can do it
even though I don’t have that much experience in leadership. I couldn’t

looking

at

imagine myself freshman year of college doing this, But now looking
myself and thinking, this is who I am and I really, really think I have

changed a

Thuy

at

lot.

she learned

felt that

new knowledge and

skills that

she could use to

reconnect with her community:

Yeah, there’s conflict
big picture and

in the

how things

community organizing

community.

fit

skills

into

it.

I

wasn’t so

CIRCLE

and leadership

skillful

to see the

instilled

important

me;

skills that

skills in

me [to] re-connect with my Hmong people and culture. So this is
my opportunity to put myself into variety of leadership experiences.

helped

The

strengthening of links between herself and her community happened in a number of

ways.

First,

she gained a great deal of confidence in herself and in her leadership

This led to the

difficult to

first link

make

community

with her

contact.

Hmong

However,

increased, the linkage

and leadership
Tuan,

community, where she had found

as the

it

skills.

initially

number of encounters between her and her

grew stronger and she developed both

organizational

skills.

who

organized a large youth conference, spoke of the importance of

leadership skills to his education.

He

spokes of his

new

perspective that leadership

requires personal connections, group involvements, trust, and respect. According to him,

leaders must be open-minded, willing to accept

all

ideas,

and be aware of the needs of

others:

The bottom

line is that

to a successful group.

being a leader

Group

older,

not easy.

Compromise

is

the key

leader must be able to listen, share ideas,

and willing to learn new things.
would be interested in whatever

were

is

had the assumption that the youth
we had to say. I thought because we
I

and have everything they are going through, they would give
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us their

fullest attention.

I

thought that working with youth would be

piece of cake.

There was

still

significant

ambivalence

among some of the immigrant and

refugee students about their leadership roles within and their contribution
to the

community. This ambivalence was reflected

in

spoke of her

communicated

significant leadership skills, yet

Coungh’s perception of herself as she
that she could not display a

great portion of these skills because of her ambivalent position in the community.

Coungh

exhibited patience toward a difficult process in

resolved.

Somehow, however,

she

was

able to clear

which issues are not always

up some

issues.

She

explains:

important that the leader be strong and confident to be able to pull
out tasks and expectations without drowning. What really slowed down

It is

felt

we were

not able to gain the youth dedication to this project. We
that this lack of dedication was due to the shallowness they sensed in

us that

our performance.

We knew that as leader we are very reliable and

we had to meet the leadership qualifications. But who would
have known that being a leader or even a mentor required so much

responsible,

devotion.

Phuong

sees leadership as generating

development of abilities and

self worth.

It

knowledge of the

means awakening

becoming energized to deal with the problems

community or group. As he put
I

have learned about the

that confront

self through the

to one's situation and

one as a member of a

it:

level

of commitment and the amount of

perseverance one needs to be a leader that works with a community
successfully.

I

wanted to use

my

skills

and knowledge learned both

personally and professionally to help Southeast Asian youth such as

myself within the larger framework of community organizing.

Most of the refugee and immigrant
were capable of using the

interactive

students

I

interviewed indicated that they

and participatory group

facilitation skills they

have

learned in the community service learning course, as well as techniques of organizing
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and planning

activities.

Many of undergraduates

felt

that they

were

able to mentor youth

and gave emotional support to them.

Community Outreach

as a Learning Experience and the

Effectiveness of their Contributions

A principal requirement of service learning is to construct a group project that
will

connect students to their

work

own

ethnic communities. In

CIRCLE,

students had to

together effectively and use community resources. Their recollections of their

experiences in respective group projects revealed that this

way of learning

most enjoyment, hard work, and meaning. Students learned to

garnered the

reflect critically

and

consider alternatives to problems; they learned to ask questions instead of accepting what

was merely

given.

Empowerment

is

an important outcome of this

Quan

increase in self-worth.

described himself as a person

comfortable with

who

service to youth.

He engaged

others’ reactions

He

he was.

from the

mode of education,

in

inside,

who was both

producing an
genuine and

gained understanding and empathy through active

“empathetic understanding,” the

and to

know how

it

feels to

ability to

understand

view the world from the

eyes of a youth. According to him, a mentor can act as a resource for youth:

I

think they [Vietnamese youth] changed

my

perspective on giving back

wanted to work with people. It helped me to
I learned what out there and what I
think before. Now I am more open and confident

to community, and I always

grow and boost up my
can do. Things
in

what

I

I

didn’t

have to do.

This experience

When I was

confidence.

Iam

glad that youth perceived

me

as a role model.

empowered me and

a teenager,

I didn't

at the same time empowered others.
have any role models or anyone to look

up to. One day, I might get my degree, my low degree. And then I may
be more helpful to my community people to give them what they deserve.
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Chanti mentioned that she

felt

a stronger connection to her community as a result

of this community outreach experience. Her responses reflected her attitudes on

community outreach

as a learning experience, showing an excellent sense of

“meaningful contribution” and a concern for others:

The community outreach of this program is unique because it connected
successful bicultural and bilingual Asian/ American college women with
and bilingual teenage girls. We (as s mentor) served as
models by encouraging them to attend college. Since we
have dealt with many of the same issues as these adolescents, we could
better relate and understand the legitimacy of these girls’ problems and

bicultural

positive role

We played a crucial role
both as a friend and an academic advisor. With each other’s help we
begin to build our self-confidence, self-esteem, and self-respect leading
both

their experiences

at

school and at home.

to self-empowerment.

Luc mentioned
to her community.

that the impact

She

is

committed to working with and for Cambodian youth. The

types of contribution one makes

something

in

one’s

own

I’m moving on

of community outreach resulted strong connection

is

a very personal choice; whatever

As she

area of expertise.

explained:

guess, and I’m part of this play about the

I

Holocaust which

is

needs to be

it is, it

kind of an on going thing.

It

Cambodian

also keeps

me tied

to the

Cambodian community.

Community experience provided a
out in practice.

He worked

place in which

Tuan could

see theories play

with the Cambodian youth on a multi-media documentary

(using photos and tape-recorded interviews, and video tape) about the lives and

experiences of their families and friends.

The youth prepared

for film, film development, and other materials.

rewarding experience, and

at the

same time

Working with the community,
physical work.

CIRCLE you

I

I

felt

think

it

felt that

personally

was

working with youth was a

empowered by

great to

it:

go out and do

get to learn stuff, but with

you
go out and apply how to

think in academia

get to

Tuan

a funding proposal to pay
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facilitate

meetings and talk

Working on the film project with youth, I felt good about what
they had done and discussion and reflection helped youth to understand
to kids.

the significance of their contribution to their communities.

I

think,

Cambodian youth benefited from seeing tangible outcomes from this
project. I think that was one of the big things that I took away from

The strong

it.

desire to be of service to others continued to be apparent in the interview.

Thanh expressed a strong sense of her own capacity

for organization and action for her

community:

My community work with the Vietnamese community provided me with
an opportunity to get re-rooted with my community as well as to learn my
language and culture. This experience has helped me to address issues
concerning

my

communities and me.

We also network and

coalitions with University affiliated agencies

[build]

working with refugees and

immigrants.

These statements indicate to

me that

Thanh’s belief in doing for others

values in herself and which motivated her to

work with

is

something she

the community. Coungh’s

perspectives on community service were also transformed as a result of her service

learning experience.

We want them to know that we decide to work with them,
credits, but

because we

are their

community and we want

younger generation get what they need for

their future.

not for the

to help our

We also

understand that with any kind of community events or programs that

do for our community,

we

cannot plan our project alone.

get familiar with and get to

know and

trust

each other

we

We all need to

first

before

we take

the next step.

Doanh

is

particularly interesting because she

transformations in herself, such as

of the
that

real

how community

world that was often lacking

was

able to identify

more

specific

service learning provides a glimpse

in the college

classroom experience. The belief

one could make a difference gave Doanh the courage to be a community

leader:

had the opportunity to work with the local Vietnamese community in
Western Massachusetts. I met peers who were open minded in learning
about their own communities and how to overcome problem and
I
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I learned that there is so much that needs to be done
to lift
our communities and ourselves out of the chaos that is contemporary
American life. Most importantly, I found that I had to continue to work
with my community.

difficulties.

Vy

found that the youth conference helped to build and strengthen existing bonds

between youth and undergraduate

students.

It

was

a tremendous experience for him to

help youth to discover themselves:

We were able to bring

175 youth together for one-day conference without
is a testament of our contribution and

any major problem. This
leadership. This

what meaningful contribution

is about. Young people
recognizing that they can be a powerful force for change. I am happy
that they are realizing what kind of power youth have and what they can

do

is

for themselves.

In order to mobilize youth,

we need more

conferences

like this.

Discussion and reflection

their contribution.

in the

conference helped youth understand the significance of

They gained understanding and empathy through

this

conference and

benefited from seeing tangible outcomes.

Comparison of Phase One

(Participation in the

Class) and Phase

Many of the
themes

Most

who

Two

Community

Service Learning

(In-depth Interview Data)

ideas that students expressed in their interviews are similar to the

I identified in their class

journals, reflection papers, and

students wrote that they were feeling

more

group project

reports.

like adults, thinking critically

about

they were as both individuals and community members. In reflecting upon their

motivations, several students in the classroom

commented

that they appreciated the

chance to work on issues of identity with local youth because they did not want the

younger generation to

feel the "regret

and misery" they had experienced. Other students

described feeling "welcomed and so happy" after meeting with their youth groups.
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From

student responses,

different than the

where they may

it

is

evident that the depth of engagement in service learning

engagement students experience

feel

nothing

of consistency between

at

all.

my two

journal and reflection papers

in a traditional

Such an overlap

sets

of data; that

is,

is

far

classroom - a place

in responses indicates a certain level

what the students wrote

in their

on the whole consistent with what they expressed

is

in the

interviews. Further evidence of the consistency between the interviews, reflection

papers, and journals can be seen

work

requires

when

the students wrote that they learned that group

more than just completing

effective team, they

all

Some

specific tasks.

others wrote “to build an

needed to be interested and enthusiastic about what they are

doing.” Another student wrote,

“it is

of equal importance to accomplish the goal

pursue and to keep our group going with a strong

my findings in the “leadership

interest.” This

theme

is

we

consistent with

development” section - that many of the students reported

satisfaction in mentoring others.

Another student put

it,

We must be empathetic listeners — to each other, to youth, and to the
staff members of our communities. We must provide encouragement
when youth feel stuck. We must work through the anxiety of entering an
unfamiliar setting and the fear of being rejected by youth.

Many

students

calling

upon

felt

needed to regulate

internal resources

suggests that such

achievement

that they

in

skills,

when

own

frustration

when

plans failed,

faced with setbacks. Goleman's (1998) research

hallmarks of emotional intelligence, are the key ingredients to

contemporary work

Thus,

settings.

undergraduates practice building the

life

their

skills

in the

CIRCLE

which may be most

program,

directly related to their

success.

Finally, I analyzed the data to identify

consistent with the findings in

whether the interview responses were

“Community Outreach
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as a Learning Experience” and

Meaningful Contribution to

commented

that

their

Communities.’

community outreach requires a

thoughtfulness, which

I

found several students

who

great deal of energy, enthusiasm, and

made community outreach more admirable

to them.

A couple of

students wrote that they gained mutual love and respect for each other.
Overall, based

on

my

data sources and on

my experience working with the

students on a regular basis,

it

appears that community service learning enhanced the students’ perspectives on
their
responsibility to others

and to the community.

Summary
The following

is

summary of the evidence

a

that relates to each

of the three

research questions under consideration. In regard to the

first

does perspective transformation occur

based community service

in ethnoculturally

learning,” immigrant and refugee students in

personal development” to describe

how they

my

research question,

“how

study have coined the term “continuum

experience their

own growth

and their

personal process of change. In regard to the second research question, “what meaning
did students

the

skills

make of their

participation in the

CIRCLE

they developed “opened their eyes” to

project,” the data revealed that

new ways of claiming and

building

leadership.

As

for the third research question,

“how has

their experience with

appeared that the immigrant

service helped their cultural identity and sense of self?,”

it

and refugee students discovered

and learned about

their bicultural identity

heritage.
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community

their cultural

The next

chapter. Chapter 5, analyzes and discusses the
findings. Final

conclusions and implications for practice are presented, with
the hope that people

working

in this field will

adult education,

take

full

advantage of the powerful and enhancing force of

becoming the best educators they can possibly
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be.

CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
This study provides evidence of the transformative
impact of ethnoculturally

based community service learning on refugee and immigrant
undergraduates. The
results indicate that students

experience and developed

were indeed transformed

new

their personal experiences as well as

live.

ways by

knowledge

is

constructed through

through the community and cultural contexts

Eyler and Giles (1999) argue, "Perspective transformation

questioning and overturning one's fundamental assumptions about society

something that happens often
to occur for

most students

in

this

perspectives on identity and personal development.

Critical reflection helped students to discover that

which they

in significant

in

one

life

time.

Nor

is it

something that

in

—

-- is

not

we would

expect

most service learning courses.” But opportunities for

undergraduate students to explore their

self-identity

and have a better understanding of

themselves are important for meaningful learning and transformation.

When they come
were they confident

CIRCLE,

to

in their

the

word

“leadership”

community development

service they bolstered their leadership

skills.

was not on

abilities.

their minds, nor

But through community

Their self confidence grew as they learned

they could help their community by organizing concrete activities such as children’s

festivals,

games based on

Citizenship

skills

Day

celebrations.

they learned to

identity

and

ethnic traditions,

fulfill

ESL tutoring,

They put theory

cross-generational events, and

into practice, developing the leadership

community needs. However, discovering

their bicultural

their cultural heritage triggered the perspective transformations.
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The centerpiece of ethnoculturally based community

service learning lead to

perspective transformations amongst refugee and
immigrant students, helping them to

become

active leaders within their respective communities.

transformative learning

is

the “disorienting dilemma.”

Mezirow (1991)

perspective transformation “begins

when we encounter

emotionally charged situation, that

fail

meaning

for us, or

we

to

fit

experiences.

starts the

experiences, often in an

encounter an anomaly that cannot be given coherence either
by

new schemes”

critical reflection that lead to

The following

is

(1991,

p. 94).

Further,

new ways of interpreting

one’s

a marvelous example of how a disorienting dilemma

process of perspective transformation. Thuy’s disorienting dilemma forced

her to question her basic assumptions concerning her identity and to
reflective.

points out that

our expectation and consequently lack

learning within existing schemes or by learning

these dilemmas inspire

Mezirow’s theory of

become

critically

Here, Thuy finds herself struggling against powerful personal challenges to

her newly discovered bi-cultural identity, and makes a reflective and informed decision
to act:

During a time of confusion and isolation, CIRCLE became
system. Understanding one’s bi-cultural identity and place
is

a process.

support

My Hmong culture cannot just be a shadow in my life.

Identifying myself as a

has defined

my

in the society

who I am

Hmong woman

today and

who

is

a vital part of my existence;

I will

become tomorrow.

only begun to understand myself and explore where

me

I fit in this

I

it

have

society;

must confront my
internalized pain. I must be honest with myself and change my ways if
they are contradictory to who I want to be. This journey to unmasking
my identity is and will be a painful and emotional process.
however,

in

The

and experiences of refugee and immigrant students

lives

order for

to evolve and develop,

interesting questions about identity.

when

I

For those who were

they were young, the identity issue

is

bom here

not as easily defined as
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in the

or

it

is

U.S. raise

came

to the U.S.

for their

parents.

Their parents claim that their children are
Vietnamese or Cambodian because

they were

bom

and raised

in

Vietnam or

in

Cambodia.

such students emerges from

holistic analysis.

generation students need to

know who

A learning process generic to

In this learning process,

first

and second

they are, where they want to go, and what

motivational factors have launched them into working with
their communities

meaning perspectives change, furthermore,

in stages

of moral,

ethical,

Their

and ego

development. Phinney (1993) states that during the Ethnic Identity
Search/Moratorium
stage there

is

a growing awareness of one’s

own

culture as separate and distinct from

the dominant culture. Adolescents also are aware of differential treatment
that occurs as
a result of one s ethnicity. In the third stage, the Ethnic Identity Achievement stage,

adolescents have internalized, accepted, and even

shown

pride in their ethnicity.

The

following student exhibits awareness of cultural norms and questions her “Vietnameseness,” taking risks to integrate critical reflection

on her personhood:

Meeting American -Asians who had strong American features, but
considered themselves Vietnamese, prompted me to explore the question
of “ What and who is Vietnamese?” For so many years I judged how
Vietnamese I was by my appearance. Without fair skin and fine hair, I
always

who
did,

lost the contest that I held in

wasn’t.

and

It

seemed

my head

that white people

of who was Vietnamese and
even had a better chance than I

was one-half Vietnamese! It is fair to say that I was an
when it came to race. Taking what

I

unmerciful and ruthless judge

learned in Vietnamese and since in America,
better.

Thus,

it

was

a great experience for

people speaking Vietnamese! Further more,

my head,

racial contests I

had

one who

I exist,

I

was.

in

Habana-Hafner (1997)

because

I

I

simply did not

me to

I

know

any

see Affican-looking

this revelation halted the

no longer had to prove to any

therefore, I am.

states,

through increased awareness and understanding of culture and cross-

newcomers gain adaptive mechanisms and skills with
and reject tradition. At the same time, they create and

cultural adaptation,

which to

retain
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new forms of identity, voice, and space for themselves and
communities” (Habana-Hafher, 1997).

synthesize
their

Cambodian and Vietnamese

parents,

education and limited urban

life

They

alienation in America.

and

new ways of doing

coming from

that they see for their children.

backgrounds with

formal

little

experience faced overwhelming personal and cultural

from

suffered

things.

rural

isolation

and struggled with a new language

Therefore, education

is

always the most important need

Their children are pushed very hard to succeed (and to

succeed better than their white peers). Parents always remind them that because they
are Asian, because they look different, they must be exceptional in order to truly be

accepted as successful citizens of the United States. In addition, their children are

expected to be American
They,

like

home,

school and Vietnamese at home. Thanh explains

most Vietnamese,

retain

our culture as

came from. “You
though

at

we

in fact

really

much

encouraged us to speak Vietnamese

as possible, and never forget

where we

never be American,” they always told us, even
were very American. They also wanted us to marry
I

however, always rebelled and

struggled with finding a balance between the vastly different cultures.
lot.

I

me to

I

even was disowned for a short time for disobeying them

with the choice of my studies

want

at

will

Vietnamese and Buddhist on top of that.
fought a

like this:

it

when

I

was a young

adult.

They wanted

get a practical sciences profession, be a Pharmacist, but

I

to

did not

Always interested in arts and creative fields. I was
discouraged from exploring those talents because they were impractically
financially. But I just do not care about money that much. They left
Vietnam to build a stable material life in the States, and I left that all
behind to come back to Vietnam, a country they feared for its
communism, to go looking for something they didn’t consider valuable
for

that.

my life

This

‘s stability.

comment captures

the essence of the results of the study, in terms of (1) the

values immigrant and refugee students hold which have affected their choices to be

bicultural individuals, (2)

how their needs

how their histories guide them

in

a bicultural direction, (3)

have been met, (4) the particular education they have experienced. In
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this

process of critical reflection, the student’s attention was
directed toward “the

justifications for

what

[she]

knew,

felt,

believed, and acted

upon” (Mezirow, 1995

,

P-46).

Experience

in

community

identities and, in a sense, to

service enabled

become themselves.

all

ten interviewees to discover their

It is

obvious that the transformational

learning process begins with the experience of the learners. Learners construct

meanings for themselves through

own meaning

of their

systems, coming to a

The value of the
assisted

them

in the

their experiences, and, in the process,

new

level

new

become aware

of consciousness.

service learning experience for undergraduates

was

that

it

process of reflecting on their experiences, provided them

opportunities for making meaning of those experiences, and allowed them to integrate

new

information with their previous experiences in the community and in the

classroom. Exploring their immigrant experiences, community histories and cultural
identities played a crucial role in student leadership

immigrant students

felt

there

was

development. Because these

a space to raise their voices confidently, they

able to continue critical reflection around their assumptions

on community

were

issues.

Several respondents stated that both individual and group reflection helped them to

gather extensive information and respond to

new

situations,

proving Quan’s assertion

that “structured reflection broadens their perception because they

see a whole

new

view

it

critically

and

perspective.” Service Learning provided this student, for example,

with an important opportunity to gain more insight and

career:
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new

perspectives

on her

life

and

opened doors to doing New World Theater, you know it started
of as
working with the youth and stuff but then it started me off into
It

acting.

started acting through

I

New World Theater and then in the circle there

was another opportunity to work with another youth group and search
group. It was like I definitely feel I can do this and I just wanted
to do it.
With all of those things combined, I started to feel like I could do things.
not really hard, I just want to, and definitely doing that in World
Theater and acting and being with a whole different type of atmosphere.
People were just very positive and like “you can do it” and in a very
It’s

loving atmosphere. Being on stage and acting

overcame a whole crowd of people and slowly

was like “Wow.” I
I saw my self-esteem

building up.

This student’s assumptions and beliefs are challenged, which
transformation in meaning perspective and meaning scheme. This

is

is

the basis of any

not surprising, as

students were engaged in community outreach that helped to create a context in which

they could challenge existing ffames of reference and the validity of their

ideas and

This student clearly shows that, over time, meaning scheme changes. Critical

action.

reflection helped

ways

own

them to think about community

issues in bigger and

more complex

as societal issues.

Mentoring
within

CIRCLE

for the youth.

is

the heart of the pedagogy in

as mentors, offering their

own

CIRCLE.

University students are seen

experience and understanding as models

The notion of “scaffolding” was suggested by

a student

mentorship as the work of being "a bigger person for someone

look up

to."

who

One group of students demonstrated mentorship by

group to the University campus to

talk with

them about the

who saw

needs a person to

bringing their youth

realities

of college

life

and

encouraging them to consider higher education. Such conversations re-position
undergraduate students as leaders, capable and responsible for positive social change.

The students even begin

to see themselves as leaders, expressing a strong sense of their
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own

capacity for organization and action.

effort,

we

As one respondent

expressed, "with enough

can co do anything.

As evidenced by their comments

in the interviews, service learning

effective at helping students to develop leadership
abilities.

commented

that the outreach experience taught

them

Many

has been

respondents

useful techniques and skills for

developing a good rapport with the communities. The
undergraduates also learned a

number of other
skills,

things including facilitation

skills,

leadership

skills,

communication

and dealing with ambiguity. Students were comfortable and not

all

hesitant to

discuss their thoughts on leadership, openly stating their leadership
strengths,

weaknesses and experiences. Generally, students seemed pleased that someone

was

interested in

of a leader

is

what they had to

say.

to be able to develop a

The following excerpt shows

They saw

that

else

one of the most important

good rapport with

his or her

a student reflecting

skills

community.

on the leadership

skills

he

learned from his youth community and shows the importance of a “good rapport:

When

saw them, I thought they were punks. They wore clothes
them. They had dyed hair. I was somewhat intimidated
because I was smaller than they were. I also didn’t dress like them. I
thought I was going to be walked all over by them. I also thought they
wouldn’t want to work with us. The thing that bugged me was that we
were strangers. I was wrong. Once I got to know them, it erased all the
all the negative images I had about them. All my assumptions were
wrong. I have learned not to judge a book by its’ cover.
I first

that didn’t

fit

Refugee and immigrant undergraduates served as mentors,
and

social contacts for

role models, advisors

younger immigrant and refugee students. These mentoring

relationships are very important in helping immigrants and refugee students to gain

confidence and succeed in their leadership experiences. Immigrant and refugee youth

need resources

in

order to develop their talents and will benefit from relationships with
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student mentors

who

can offer encouragement and support. Outstanding
immigrant and

refugee students played an active role in the

members and

exhibiting other leadership skills

relationship with youth.

skills

CIRCLE program by

by putting together

CIRCLE

However,
different

honoring community

which cultivated a mentoring

students demonstrated their leadership

programs and

activities to

promote harmony and

understanding between various groups. They presented
traditional leaders

Temple

Monk on campus),

the

helped high school students at risk with their schoolwork,

organized a youth leadership conference in Western Massachusetts,
held a
festival,

(like

New Year’s

and put together a “Visual Portrayal” and a Collective vision booklet.
The

mentoring relationship also created a strong bond between communities and
students.

The

third set

of findings for

this

study relates to community outreach as learning

experience and the effectiveness of their Contributions.

commented

that they

needs unmet

would continue

in other parts

of their

Most of the respondents

to serve others because service

lives.

One female respondent found

youth project she experienced a safe climate where she took
herself to

make

a difference in her

life.

seemed to

risks

fill

that in this

and challenged

This experience provided a

way

to practice her

deeply held values.

One of the
change

strongest effects of the service learning experience appears to the

in students’

views of their communities. The student quoted below gained a

greater clarity about what she had to give back to the community.

incident that

made

Coungh speaks of an

her angry at her husband. She gained greater clarity of her role

within the community with her increasing awareness of the injustices within the

domestic sphere:
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My relationship with the community is very strong. I have gained their
trust. They love me. They know who
am. Now am married with one
child. I used to spend 12-16 hours with my community.
Now am
I

I

I

limited to

my

8am -4:00pm.

f I spend any extra hours with the community
husband get disappointed. He does not understand my community

work and

its

multi task

why he

value.

He

can’t

I

complains taking care of our

do

it.

I

think this

is

child.

Iflcando

a patriarchal.

This student does not seem to want power over her husband, but rather
appeared
to seek to

empower

herself and others.

The student wanted men

to multi task as well as

appreciate what she did for the community. She thus questioned “the
comprehensibility, truth, appropriateness (in relation to norms), or authenticity (in
relation to feelings)

of what was being asserted” (Mezirow, 1991,

p.

77) in her culture.

This student also realized that service learning experience gave her a valuable insight
into

how the “real

world” works, allowing her to greater appreciate the

by refugee and immigrant youth. She ultimately

shifted her

difficulties

faced

meaning perspective from

self-to-other oriented:

Our experience has been very rewarding and I hope to keep in contact
with the youth. I would like to continue my work in the community and
make a different for others and me. It gives us strength to voice our
opinion and thought.

Exploring their immigrant experiences, community history and cultural
identities played a crucial role in student leadership

immigrant students

felt

there

was a space

development. Because these

to raise their voices confidently, they

able to continue critical reflection around their assumptions on

community

were

issues.

All

respondents articulated that reflection papers and group reflection helped them to gather
extensive information in order to respond to

new

situations.

Most respondents

clearly

expressed that thinking about their service and reflecting on their assumptions had a

major impact on changing

their

meaning schemes.
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Most students
for their community.

identified the

I

major and lasting change

also find a voiced connection

concern

between personal transformation

and a concern for the larger issues of social change within

were eager

in their lives as a

their communities.

They

to contribute their experience and ideas towards solutions to larger
issues of

cultural adaptation

and generational

conflict.

Many

expressed an interest

action within their immediate circles or in the larger public arena.

I

found

in taking

in a

number

of the students potential for strong leadership. The goal of our leadership development
initiatives is to collaborate

with immigrant and refugee youth

in

order to expand their

natural capacity for increased self-awareness and to increase the effectiveness of the

changes they bring to immigrant and refugee communities

at large.

Summary

My study confirms that,

in the

context of an ethnocultural approach, the

construction of knowledge has been facilitated by creating experiences and social

environments that foster habitual

community development
identified

and

that

whose

by Mezirow.

it

meaning

(Bill,

I

believe service learning

It is

clear that education

is

a personal

in a particular social context.

is

a

model the kinds of learning

strategy that has the potential to

must take place

intrinsic

critical reflection.

It

and unique phenomenon

must be useful to learners

motivation emerges from the desire to understand and to construct
1996; Kerka, 1997). Because of its emphasis on identity, reflection, and

collaborative action in communities, the

model of learning

in action.

CIRCLE program

In the future,

I

would expect
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is

an especially powerful

that higher education

—should

it

desire to engage

learning

more

more

fully

with the world around

highly and acknowledge

its

it

- will come to value

centrality as a

model of learning.

service

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
As

students developed a deeper understanding of the relationship between their

ethnocultural backgrounds and their face-to-face engagements with communities and
classmates, they began to view themselves as individuals

constructed.

their

They learned

that critically reflecting

awareness of how plural culture had limited
This led

relationships.

many of the

homelands,

on old frames of reference increased

their potential in their

community

students to strengthen their cultural identity through

of

visual presentations, the publication

visiting their

who had been bi-culturally

“identity books,” organizing youth conferences,

In the process of discovering their cultural identities, they

etc.

developed caring and empathy for each other that strengthened the

level

of emotional

support they were able to bring to their communities. In exploring

why

ethnoculturally

based community service learning was transformative for immigrant and refugee
students,

I

realized that

like to share

it

was

my own journey

Conducting

knowledge and

culturally relevant

while teaching the

this research

how

CIRCLE

has contributed to

insight as a learner

understand more about

and transformative to

me too.

my own

process of developing

and teacher. This experience helped

perspective transformation happens, what

consistent with

engage

own

in

in

my belief that

order to inform

in

me to

it

meant to both

learning

— those most

my future work.

who

my

In this sense

order to create perspective transformation

conversations with those

would

course.

myself and to immigrant and refugee students, and ultimately to draw from

knowledge and experience

I

it is

we must

are in the best position to contribute to their

closely affected

by the process. Being a
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CIRCLE member,

a

teacher, and a learner,

I

am

in the position to talk

about

how

this

of process of

perspective transformation affected me.

have been an educator and community leader since

I

For over 18
educator,

I

years,

chose

I

have had many opportunities to

CIRCLE

wonderful experience

—both

three years teaching in

levels.

Most

sometimes

I

I

my

I

graduated from college.

grow, teach and

research project because

personally and professionally.

CIRCLE

importantly,

process which

for

learn,

I

CIRCLE to

I

found

I

used every moment of my

be a

productively and insightfully on a number of different

my own

began to analyze

educational development: a joyful

recognized as both relevant and transformative to me.

was

As an

lead.

think

I

learning in spite of my perceived notions of socialization with the

different communities.

I

was

also

changed by seeing

how

other people’s perspectives were changed.

I’m thinking particularly of when our refugee and immigrant students shared
struggle and pain with us; these

were glimpses of a shared intimacy

that

most precious of learning experiences. Students were speaking from
learning from the soul.

By

witnessing this process,

personal cultural identity in a broader context

who

I

formed the

their heart

able to explore

and

my own

— as an international graduate student

has spent six years teaching and working with immigrant and refugee students.

Our classroom

discussion provided a

window

for viewing various perspectives

cultural identity. I felt that the class itself has taught

least

was

their

of all because

at least half of the students

Vietnamese, Laotian, or Chinese.
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me more

about

my

on

culture, not

were Asian, whether Cambodian,

Many of the
all I

felt

Asian students spoke about their

could do was nod and agree, because
that

I

I

families, friends

can relate to them very well. Even people

their family life

all

sounded so

cultures,

and

understood everything they were saying.

who

me.

familiar to

I

I

weren’t Asian, whether Latino

or African American, their stories and feelings about society, their

up and

and

way of being brought

began the journey of claming

my own identity. By

helping refugee and immigrant students to find a place socially as

well as academically,

my work

course has given

me

as an educator goes

beyond the classroom. Teaching

a broader perspective regarding the boundaries of learning within a

university setting and the importance of ethnoculturally based

learning.

community

service

Developing bridges between refugee and immigrant students and the larger

society that surrounds our

campus

world as well as help those

As

I

who

will benefit students in finding their place in the

have

less access to educational resources.

transformed and questioned the system,

awareness for others

like

Resource Center where

work of Jack Mezirow

I

me

my

knew

I

needed to create

taught a peer mentorship class. Eventually

(1981).

intimidated. Taking control

overcoming

I

and to get connected with the United Asia Learning

I

found that the challenge, even

Education 229 created a “disorienting dilemma”

in

this

by teaching

this

self-limiting hesitations.

As

a supportive environment,

I tried

out

in

which

course was a

I

I

came across

the

of teaching

was overwhelmed and
first

step for

carefully explored

new teaching

fear,

I

me to

new ways of teaching

strategies in

my role

as a teacher.

Reflective activities and class discussions appear to be critical in facilitating the

realization

of changes

immense change

in

I

my

have experienced.
perspective and in

I

am

frequently surprised and pleased at the

my teaching.
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This class built a learning environment that created a space into which
students could bring their unique

life

experiences.

all

of

Students had an opportunity to

disclose themselves and developed a sense of caring and empathy for each
other that

fostered mutual emotional support. While

I

realize that

most American educators place

great importance on the assimilation of immigrant and refugee groups into the

mainstream, these immigrants and refugees identified the preservation of their
cultures as critical.

home

Students bring family histories, customs, values, and practices with

them. They bring with them their private lives and the challenges posed by living in

two worlds. These immigrant and refugee
their parents

and traditions

American teenagers

which they have been raised and

free to pursue individual interests.

some refugee and immigrants

culture,

to

in

more

easily align the principles

and the larger

The

be

they adjust to mainstream

Others are able

and practices of their homes with those of the school

culture.

self-confidence of immigrant and refugee students, as well as their

CIRCLE;

are able to analyze their situations and

of confidence and
in the

As

their desire to

find themselves at the margins.

communities, has been visibly increased by

ways they

students are pulled by their desire to honor

trust has not only

it

make

can especially be seen
decisions.

The “give and take”

been fostered amongst students;

it is

improved relationship between immigrant and refugee students and

communities. The following

is

a

summary of the conclusions

study:
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I

in the

also manifest

their

have drawn from

my

•

Opportunities for undergraduate students to explore
their cultural identity

and have a better understanding of themselves
constitute meaningful
learning.

•

Ethnocultural service learning offers students an opportunity
to involve

themselves

It

in issues relevant to refugees, immigrants,

also allows

them to explore

and people of color.

their individual experiences within their

respective communities and challenge their previous assumptions.
•

Ethnocultural approaches to service learning,
effective pedagogical

methods such as

when accompanied by

critical reflection,

encourages

academic success amongst newcomers and enhances student leadership
skills in their

•

communities.

Teachers

who

activities

such as oral history, community mapping, and dramatic

use problem posing questions and structure dialogue through

skits

contribute to meaningful learning for students. In this type of learning

environment, students genuinely like the class and feel the roles they play

in

the group are both enjoyable and meaningful to them.

•

Opportunities for structured reflection

•

Finally, student leadership

service, provides a

facilitate

development,

good platform

helps students learn practical

perspective transformation.

when combined with community

for experiential "learning

skills

for

by doing."

It

community outreach while building

supportive structures for future community leaders.
In summary,

my

study suggests that the ethnoculturally-based community

service can and often does have a transformational impact
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on

participants.

My research

data consistently speaks of a heightened sense of cultural
identity and personal

development, a greater mastery of leadership

complex patterns of thought

in the

skills,

form of critical

an enhanced

reflection.

esteem, and more

self-

The

students in this study

reported changes in their perspectives on education and personal development.
Several
students indicated a

new

sense of personal ownership of and responsibility for their

personal growth. Students also appeared to increase their awareness of learning as
a
social process.

Several students

commented

deal of energy and thoughtfulness, which

that

made

it

community outreach required a

more admirable

great

to them.

Implications of the Study

What

is

unique to

this study,

however,

is

the application of a ethnoculturally

based community service learning perspective to the bi-cultural identity development.
Critical reflection helped students to discover that

their personal lives

they

live.

knowledge

and through the community service and

is

cultural contexts in

which

This study points to the importance that bi-cultural identity creates a

disorienting

dilemma

that lead to identity changes.

service learning in a university setting can

This study

show

go above and beyond the

view of learning. Community service learning addressing

that

community

traditionally limited

real challenges in

communities where people find themselves increasingly caught

own

constructed through

in the

gap between

their

ethnic culture and mainstream American culture. Integrating immigrant and

refugee student needs into schools curriculum

may accomplish

This will help educators to better understand

community

this

important goal.

how ethnoculturally

based

service learning can help educators and refugee and immigrants with
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many

key issues currently confronting students. If institutions of higher education are to work
for refugee and immigrants, the policy

makers and

institutions

must provide an

opportunity for refugee and immigrant students to learn, experience, and participate
their

new

sociocultural environment.

The

existing policies and

in

programs must be

reviewed and adjust to meet the challenge of providing further opportunities for refugee

and immigrants into the twenty
This study

facilitate

may

may

-first century.

also aid in the training of community development leaders to

community development workshops. The pedagogy presented

help potential facilitators learn

people

who

how to

in this study

conduct interactive training sessions for

could benefit from them and also help them acquire a sense of what group

facilitation skills are

important to learn. The methodology used by

CIRCLE

could be

used with different communities other parts of the country which could allow future
research to replicate this study.

This research has also given a broader perspective regarding the boundaries of
learning within a university setting and the importance of ethnoculturally based

community

service learning for refugee and immigrant students.

also develops

It

bridges between refugee and immigrant students and the larger society that surrounds

our campus. This
those

who have

will benefit students in finding their place in the

less access to educational resources.

findings that ethnoculturally based

community

world as well as help

With respect

service learning

to the research

model can be adapted

elsewhere and within other ethnic-minority communities. The ultimate educational
implication of this research, involving people in creating a similar program and to

implement and evaluate those programs. Finally
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it is

my hope that more community

service learning students and teacher consider the great potential for
adult education in
their

work and

sees themselves as the educators that they truly are.

Further Research
This section presents a series of implications for further research growing out of
the findings of the present study.

identity

The

unifying theme

ethnic

that

development

is

I

had

It is

culture.

significant

feel there is

learning.

dynamic and

findings reveal that the process of

situational for

immigrant and refugee students.

refugee and immigrant students’ sense of connection to their

is

community and

CIRCLE

The research

Most of the immigrants and refugee

and positive effects on

their identity

a need for further research on the

my hope that the findings

immigrants and refugee students

in

both

development process.

phenomenon of transformative

and questions generated by

to further research and to ethnoculturally based

their

students expressed

community

this

study will lead

service that supports

education and their

lives.

In this study

immigrants and refugees often described cultural identity and transformation, personal

development, and meaningful contribution to themselves and their community.

began there was an argument

that critical reflection

not necessarily emancipatory in nature

of action. This

is

is

if that

When

and perspective transformation was

transformation did not lead to some kind

an issue that must become an integral part of classroom instruction;

also an area that requires further research.

I

believe

have asked four questions that were generated from

would
•

this study

and that

require further research to answer:

What

will this participants

I

population look like ten years from
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now?

I

it

•

How do

immigrant and refugee communities maintain their culture (values,

social relations

how do we

incorporate transformational learning and community service

mechanisms

learning

•

and practice) against assimilation from plural culture? And

into existing educational

methods?

How can we be aware of changes and developments within the
transformation process in order to take the educational and social action
appropriate to immigrant and refugee student needs?

•

How do we link our efforts to
transformative learning to

social transformation in order for

become a

and refugee communities to change

real

and powerful tool for immigrant

their oppressive

and discriminatory

situations?

There remains a great need to expand our understanding of the potential for and
needs of educators and community developers to formulate ways to use community
service learning to

promote

social change.

However, higher education professional and

community developers are often charged with addressing the needs of bi-cultural
people. Therefore,

it is

necessary to

representative of newcomer groups’

make

higher education and curricula more

knowledge and culture so educator and community

developers will become more familiar with the issues faced by bi-cultural students.

hoped

that,

by looking

at this

CIRCLE

program,

this study

has contributed to an

understanding of some of the issues surrounding the design and implication of

community-service learning aimed

at creating social
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change.

It is

APPENDIX A

CONSENT FORMS
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Doctoral

Form D-7B

HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
S hekhar
Student

Please

1.

K Regmi
s

Name

012-80-6480

Student ID

998953041

#:

Answer the Questions:

How

will

human

participants be used?

Human Participants will
2.

Social Security #:

participate in narrative interview

and observation.

How

have you ensured that the rights and welfare of the human
participants will be adequately protected?

Providing a detailed description of the research to them and eliciting their
informed consent to participate in the research will ensure the rights and welfare

of the
3.

participants.

How will you

provide information about your research methodology to the

participants involved?

Information about the research methodology will be provided in the in-depth
description of the research project. Any questions that may arise will be

addressed

4.

fully,

How will you

to the satisfaction of the participants.

obtain the informed voluntary consent of the

human

participants or their legal guardians? (Criteria for

of consent form

s

and samples of content
are available from the Graduate Program Office.) Please

attach a copy of your consent form.

Informed voluntary consent
informed consent form

5.

How will you

will

be obtained as outline
be used (see attached).
will

protect the identity

and

in

#

2,

above.

An

/or confidentiality of your

participants?

Using pseudonyms in written dissertation will ensure the identity and/or
confidentiality of the participants. I will also inform the participants that I will
not disclose any personally identifying information that could cause them harm
or embarrassment.

Attach an abstract of your Proposal.
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Statement of Informed Consent to Interview

Having been asked by Shekhar Regmi of Education Policy
and Research
Department, University of Massachusetts to participate in an
interview, under
the term and conditions stated in the consent letter
attached, I
'

,

Name (please

agree to participate.

print)

Address
Signature

Date

As the

principle researcher I, Shekhar Regmi, agree to respect the confidentiality
of the
above named participant with regards to all information revealed in the interview
session, including any information which is not audiotaped or transcribed. I agree,
to the
best of my capacity and knowledge, to accurately represent the information from the
participant and will not present my results in any way which either misrepresent the

participant’s information or violate confidentiality.

research

is

I

will destroy all transcripts after

all

completed.

Signature

Date
If you

have any complaints please contact
Dr. Robert Miltz

Chair of the Dissertation Committee

EPRA, School of Education
University of Massachusetts, Amherst,

MA 01003

Phone #(413) 545 1751
Email: miltz@educ.umass.edu

copy of this consent form will be provided to you. If you would like a
copy of the summary report of this research upon completion, please contact me at the

Once

signed, a

address given above.
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Informed Consent Letter
Study of the University of Massachusetts

at

Amherst

Perspective Transformation: Ethnocultural Based
Undergraduate

Course

in

Community

Service Learning with Refugee and Immigrants

Consent for Voluntary Participation

I

volunteered to participate

1

.

I

will

in this qualitative

study and understand

that:

be interviewed by Shekhar Regmi using a guided interview format

consisting of seven questions.
2.

The questions

I will

be answering address

my views on issues related to

perspective transformation in ethnocultural based community service learning.

understand that the primary purpose of this research
will effectively increase faculty

is

I

to identify activities that

and students awareness of ethnoculture

perspective.
3

.

4.

The

interview will be tape recorded to facilitate analysis of the data.

My name will not be used,

nor

will I

be

identified personally in

any way or

at

any time.
5.

I

may withdraw from

6.

I

have the

right to

part or

all

of this study

at

review material prior to the

any time.

final oral

exam

or other

publication.
7.

I

understand that results from

doctoral dissertation and

may

this

survey will be included

in

Shekhar Regmi’s

also be included in manuscripts submitted to

professional journals for publication.
8.

Iam free to

9.

Because of the small number of participants, approximately twelve,
that there

is

participate or not to participate without prejudice.

some

risk that I

Researcher’s Signature

may be

Date

I

understand

identified as a participant in this study.

Participant’s Signature
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Date
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